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I am very pleased to introduce this year's edition of Eduitalia's "Study in Italy" guide.

Eduitalia is a member of the National Observatory of Italian Language, and an Association which 
includes 111 schools, academies and universities offering Italian courses to international students in areas 
as different as Art, Fashion and Design -and more. It has long been a key partner in the promotion of 
Italian language and culture.

Our Italian language is the hallmark of all our activities. It is part of our heritage, our past, but it is also 
inextricably bound to our present, and is very much alive today. Moreover, it is currently enjoying a phase 
of tremendous success, as the numbers we achieved clearly show: 2,658 AP Italian exams taken in 2019, 
about 187,000 students of Italian in the US, and close to 37,000 US students studying in Italy - a growth 
of 4,5%, compared to 2018.

Thanks to Eduitalia, as well as to the perfect synergy between all actors of our Sisterna Italia promotion 
network, we will continue to consolidate, and build upon, this success in the years to come.

On October 25, 2019, Edultalia publicly rewarded 21 highly valued AP Italian students, who will now have 
the privilege of spending three or more weeks in Italy, in one of Edultalia's partner schools, universities 
or academies. As in previous editions, Edultalia also awarded scholarships to six brilliant teachers. 
Additionally, last year Edultalia did even more, by recognizing two school principals and the world 
program supervisor in the District of Columbia for their outstanding contribution to promoting the Italian 
program. These teachers and principals are from the consular jurisdictions of Washington D.C., Boston, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, Miami and San Francisco (from sea to shining sea!), and will spend 
two weeks in Italy attending courses on teaching and methodology.

I am thus confident that the partnership with Eduitalia will grow and prosper in years to come, and 
that, by offering scholarships for students to stay and study in some of the most distinctive places of our 
beautiful Italy, it will continue to play a pivotal role in our mission to promote Italian language and culture. 
In fact, students will experience Italy in the best possible way: by being there in person. To paraphrase 
our Embassy motto, they will represent USinitaly and, I am sure, bring back some ItalytoUS.

Grazie mille, Eduitalia!

Armando Varricchio

The Ambassador

Ministero degli Affari Esteri
e della Cooperazione Internazionale

Embassy of Italy
Washington



Eduitalia is an Association of qualified Schools, Academies and Universities that offers 
courses to foreign students. 

The Eduitalia member Schools, Academies and Universities offers a variety of courses 
including: Language and Culture, International Business, Law, Economy, Communications, 
Art,  Sculpture,  Photography, Archaeology, Painting, Design, Fashion, Jewelry, Dance, 
Cinema, Music, Culinary and much more. 

These courses are available in the most fascinating and beautiful cities and regions throughout 
Italy, extending from gorgeous seaside coastlines to the center of art and fashion. Many of 
these courses are also taught in English. 

EDUITALIA...WHO WE ARE
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ITALY IN EUROPE

Italy is situated in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea, enjoying a mild climate with a 
multitude of landscapes. Two mountain ranges, charming lakes and many miles of sunny 
beaches principally characterize the country.

Italy is a nation that enchants you with each Region containing individual charm and 
naturalistic wonders, especially for its considerable historical, cultural and artistic heritage. 
It is also a country that prides itself on a culture of hospitality and a vast culinary tradition.
Italy can justifiably be considered an open art gallery with its many testimonies to high 
quality art. UNESCO affirms that over half of the historical and artistic heritage in the world 
is found in Italy.

Everyone who has had the possibility to study and live abroad, even those coming for a 
short period of time, describes Italy as a paradise for lovers of art, culture and savoir-vivre.
No other place in the world can boast the cultural and artistic treasures like Italy. From 
the largest city to the smallest village, one can immerse oneself in the deepest roots of 
Italian culture. 

Come to study in Italy and explore this marvellous country.

Italy... a unique experience
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Piemonte is in the north-west of Italy. As the name says, Piemonte (= foothills) is a 
land of mountains: in fact, it is surrounded on its three sides by the Alps, which 
enclose in this region the highest peaks and the largest glaciers in Italy. 
The spectacular mountains of the region create incredibly beautiful landscapes; 
there are many ski resorts as well, like Via Lattea and Sestriere, which welcome 
winter sports enthusiasts with their modern facilities.

Lake Maggiore is the most sought-after tourist resort, with Stresa and the Borromean 
Islands, charming landscapes with ancient villas surrounded by beautiful lawns. 
Yet, nature is only one of the many attractions in Piemonte. 

This region has many other facets: from Turin – the Italian capital of cars – with its 
history and its remarkable artistic heritage, to other several old towns. 
Then charming medieval castles, including the stately castle of Ivrea, and precious 
architectures, like the famous Residences of the Royal House of Savoy and the 
Sacred Mountains.

PIEMONTE

www.regione.piemonte. i t
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Contacts:
 CiaoItaly 

Via Alfonso Lamarmora, 31 – 10128 Torino 
Tel. +39 011 593872  

E-mail: info@ciaoitaly-turin.com 
Sito: www.ciaoitaly-turin.com
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IAAD - the Italian University for Design was founded in 
1978 in Turin and, after more than 40 years of activity, 
it has grown becoming one of the main poles of higher 
education in Italy and Europe. It is an incubator of 
talents able to promote an interdisciplinary vision of 
design and to provide students with the necessary 
tools to be an active and constructive part of the 
change that characterizes contemporary society.
Thanks to the agreement with the French group AD 
Education, today IAAD is part of a network consisting 
of 10 universities, 30 seats (2 in Italy, 2 in Spain 
and 26 in France), more than 10,700 students, 750 
instructors, all operating within an integrated teaching 
system composed of over 90 majors of study between 
Bachelors and Masters Degrees. 
High didactic standards, a teaching staff consisting 
primarily of professionals, an organic relationship with 
the business world and an accurate job search service 
are the successful elements for rapid postgraduate 
placement that now reaches 90% within a year of 
completing academic studies. IAAD’s Job Placement 
Service manages relationships with over 5,000 
companies interested in bringing students into their 
organizations.

IAAD -  THE ITALIAN UNIVERSITY FOR DESIGN
Turin

Contacts:
IAAD - The Italian University for Design

5/d, via Pisa - 10152 Turin
+39 011 54 88 68

orientamento@iaad.it
www.iaad.it

Courses
IAAD presents post-Diploma educational training divided in seven 
First Level Academic Diploma courses: Transportation design, Interior 
design, Textile & Fashion design, Product design, Communication 
design, Digital Communication design and Social Innovation design. 
As regards the Master courses, IAAD offers three different 
specializations: Transportation design, New Media Communication 
and Innovation design.

Situated in one of Turin’s most elegant areas just a 
short walk from the Polytechnic, CiaoItaly specialises 
in teaching the Italian language and culture to students 
from all over the world.

CiaoItaly is affiliated to ASILS, Eduitalia, AIL and 
recognised by the German Bildungsurlaub and 
CSN Lund-Sweden. The school also offers a Masters 
in Italian Language Pedagogy for newly qualified 
teachers and is an authorised examination centre of 
the University for Foreigners of Siena for CILS official 
certifications and for the AIL certification. 

Lessons are entrusted to highly qualified teachers who, 
through the use of a wide range of materials and 
techniques, enable students to enhance their linguistic 
skills in a cheerful and friendly environment. 

Supervised by staff who speak the main European and 
Asian languages, students never risk feeling isolated, 
and they are also given assistance which includes 
helping them find accommodation during their stay.

Courses: 
There is a vast range of courses: intensive group courses (20 hours 
per week), 1-to-1 and 2-to-1 courses, courses for children, CILS, CELI 
PLIDA and AIL exams preparation and business courses.

Moreover, the school proposes numerous recreational activities 
which allow students to get to know the Torinese people, the city 
and its surroundings. 

CIAOITALY

Member of ASILS
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L’Italiano Porticando, situated in a beautiful nineteenth 
century building in the historic city centre, near most 
important sightseeing destinations, is a friendly school, 
specialized since 2005 in teaching exclusively the 
Italian language and culture to foreigners. The student 
finds here an inviting and warm atmosphere allowing 
him or her to learn easily the Italian language and 
to get to know many aspects of daily life in Italy. 
 
The lessons are held by experienced mother-tongue 
teachers using the communicative teaching method 
and motivating the students to participate actively 
in their lessons and extra-curricular activities: In the 
afternoon, in fact, the students can join cooking 
classes, take part in wine and chocolate tastings 
as well as in walks in the city centre, dinners and 
aperitifs to practise outside the classroom what they 
have learned at school.

L’ ITALIANO PORTICANDO

Contacts:
L’Italiano Porticando

Via Pietro Micca, 20 – 10122 Torino
Tel. +39 011 5187079

info@italianoporticando.com – www.italianoporticando.com 

Courses: 
The school offers all year round Small group courses, Standard 
courses (from 1 to 4 weeks per level) and Private lessons for all 
language proficiency levels and ages. It also proposes many 
Combined courses which are a combination of a Standard course 
with additional private lessons, conversation, literature, arts, 
architecture, tango, cinema or business Italian as well as twice 
per year CILS exam preparation courses. Apart from the courses 
organized all year round, L’Italiano Porticando has in its programme 
“Special topic courses” related to special events in Turin and one-
week Language holiday courses for groups who want to spend a 
cultural holiday in Piedmont.

Member of ASILS

IED Torino: enterprise, research and culture in new 
urban scenarios
At the heart of the city since 1989 IED Torino is 
recognized with some authority as one of the world 
most important centers for the training in transportation 
design. Aligned with the knowledge and research 
typical of its context, this campus develops and focuses 
its design work towards concepts of future mobility 
and the most advanced and innovative manufacturing 
clusters. 
However, transportation and mobility are not the only 
focus of IED Torino including: interior and product 
design, fashion and jewelry design, visual arts and 
communication design.

ied.it/torino
ied.edu/turin

IED TORINO
Istituto Europeo di Design 

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu 

IED Torino
Via San Quintino 39 10121 Torino

Tel. +39 011 541111

Master 
Transportation Design (2 years)
2nd year Majors:
- Car Interior Design and User Experience
- Car Exterior Design

Undergraduate 
Interior Design • Product Design • Transportation Design
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Believe in the beauty of your dreams... study in Italy

milan

como

torino

brescia

bergamo



A cultural workshop and open-air museum, the Lombardy region offers tourists 
countless avenues for a journey throughout history and tradition. From its art, 
monuments, and abbeys, Lombardy offers a cultural, artistic, and architectural 
experience that will amaze and spark your imagination in a thousand ways.

Its verdant plains, historic walled cities, marvellous lakes, and magnificent mountains 
are all a part of the glorious setting for international winter sporting events.  

The rich gastronomic and winemaking tradition has also helped make this region 
famous throughout the world.

LOMBARDIA

Milano

Como

www.regione. lombardia. i t

Brescia

Bergamo
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ACCADEMIA DEL LUSSO

Contacts:
Accademia del Lusso

Via Montenapoleone 5 – 20121 Milano (Italy)
Tel. +39 0575782329 

adl@accademiadellusso.com
www.accademiadellusso.com/en

Accademia della Moda has recently opened a new 
branch in Milan. Students here can choose among a 
range of different courses concerning Fashion Design 
field, Teaching staff includes experts on fashion and 
design industry. The common goal is to let students 
acquire skills and tools necessary for placement in the 
fashion and design sector, becoming able to conform 
to different work realities, such as industries, fashion 
studios, craft workshops, or in freelance market. They 
will be able to handle the research and the market 
production, the entire path of the collection both for 
the stylistic and modeling part, start a business on 
their own, to comply with the corporate management, 
to liaise with customers, as well as to supervise the 
artistic direction of important events.

ACCADEMIA DELLA MODA IUAD 

Contacts:
Accademia della Moda IUAD

Via Copernico 3
20125 – Milano – Italia

Tel. (+39) 02 66703030
milano@accademiamoda.it

info@accademiamoda.it – www.accademiadellamoda.it

Programmes available:
Three-year Bachelor of Arts Degrees: 
Fashion Design

Master Courses: 
Technical Drawing for Fashion, Master Degree in International 
Marketing and Communication of Italian style

Professional Courses: 
Industrial Pattern Maker, CAD Operator Pattern System, Fashion 
Designer CAD Operator for Fashion System

Accademia del Lusso is an Italian School of Fashion 
& Design providing high-level training with strong 
industry links.

The School’s exclusive main location is at the heart 
of Milan’s fashion district: Via Montenapoleone. In 
Rome, the school has a site in Piazza Spagna.

At Accademia del Lusso, passionate students are 
transformed into professionals with the skills needed 
to succeed in today’s competitive industry.

Teachers are working professionals to ensure up-to-
date courses that combine theory with experience.

International students are welcomed, and courses are 
taught directly in English/Italian. 

Courses:      
 - European Bachelor’s
 - Master’s
 - Intensive 1-Year Courses
 - Short-term & Summer Courses
 - Language Preparatory Courses

Subjects: 
Fashion Design, Footwear & Accessories Design, Patternmaking, 
Tailoring, Styling, Fashion Brand Management, Communication 
Management, Interior Design, Made in Italy.



ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI DI BRESCIA SANTAGIULIA

Contacts:
Accademia di Belle Arti di Brescia SantaGiulia

Via N. Tommaseo, 49 – 25128 Brescia Italy
Tel. +39 030383368

orientamento@accademiasantagiulia.it
www.accademiasantagiulia.it

SantaGiulia Fine Arts Academy proposes BA and MA in the 
following fields: 
First level degree – 180 ECTS: BA in Graphic Design, Decoration, 
Decoration- curriculum Interior Design, Painting, Sculpture, Set 
Design, Web and Communication for Business, Art and New 
Technology, Art Didactics for Museum, Communication and 
Valorization of the Artistic Heritage.
Second level degree – 120 ECTS: MA in Visual Arts, Public 
Monumental Sculpture, Artistic Decoration and curriculum Interior 
& Urban Design, Graphics and Communication, Set Design and 
Technologies of the Show Business, Creative Web Specialist, New 
Media Communication, Digital Animation Artist, Art Communication 
and didactics.

Since 1999, Accademia di Belle Arti di Brescia 
SantaGiulia is a fine arts academy in Brescia (in the 
north of Italy between Milan and Verona) and part od 
the AFAM system (Italian Ministry of education for the 
arts and music). It aims to improve students professional 
skills workin at a very high institutional level (both with 
public and private bodies). Moreover, it participates to 
the European mobility program Erasmus+ to improve 
students’, teachers’ and staff transversal abilities and 
competences.
The headquarter, offers a lot of equipped laboratories 
for all the practical activities such as Decoration, 
Painting, Engraving, Set Design, Photography. Five 
new informatics laboratories with latest generation 
MAC and PC with updated softwares for the graphics 
design, 3D modelling, animation and video post-
production. All the computers (MAC/PC) are equipped 
with Adobe Creative Cloud. Its educational offer (first 
and second level degrees) is legally recognized both 
in Europe and in all the world.

Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network: 
Restoring the past and designing the future
A cultural institution that is the pride of this city and 
one of Italy’s finest schools of restoration, the Galli 
Academy joined IED Network in 2010 taking on 
a process of innovation that has few parallels in 
the leading country of the world for restoration. 
Capitalizing on its primacy in this field, courses 
have been implemented to encompass restoration 
of new materials so to enlarge student interventions 
to Contemporary Art Restoration and to let them 
be competitive in Contemporary Art Professions 
such as Curatorship, Marketing & Communication 
and Contemporary Arts production. The courses 
in Furniture Design and Fashion & Textile Design, 
aligned with the production system in Como area, 
best represent the excellence that thrives in this 
district.

www.accademiagalli.com

ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI ALDO GALLI 
IED Network

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu 

Accademia di Belle Arti Aldo Galli - IED Network
Via Petrarca, 9 22100 Como

Tel. +39 031 301430

Master
Contemporary Art Conservation - Fashion Textile (1st level 
Master’s Degree)
Undergraduate
Restoring (5 years) -  Fashion and Textile Design (3 years) - Furniture 
Design (3 years)
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FERRARI FASHION SCHOOL
Milan

Contacts:
Ferrari Fashion School

Via Savona 97, Milano
Telefono: +39 02 4537 5390

Whatsapp: +39 391 398 4461
www.ferrarifashionschool.it

Email: info@ferrarifashionschool.it

Our mission is to provide our students high quality learning programs 
and inspire excellence while preparing for new exciting opportunities 
for personal and career growth.

Quality, Professionalism, Ethics and Passion are the four core values of 
the Academy and what has always distinguished our unique identity.

Our educational offer includes undergraduate courses which 
last between one and three years, and Post-graduate Master 
Courses in Fashion Design , Fashion Business & Digital Communication, 
Styling, Photography, Bespoke Tailoring.

Ferrari Fashion School with more than 20 years of 
experience in education, prepares the new generations 
of talents in the Fashion and Design world.

The tight connection between education and the job 
market allows Ferrari Fashion School to be constantly 
ready for the actual and future request of Companies, 
Ateliers and Style Offices both in Italy and abroad.

We are based in the heart of one of the Fashion 
and Design District of Milan, few steps away from 
showrooms, museums, laboratories, start-ups and 
cultural centers.

Ferrari Fashion School keeps direct contact with 
companies and the Alumni network to be able to 
provide opportunities at different stages of former 
students career.

ESE MILANO 
European School of Economics

Contacts:
ESE Milan

Via Paolo Lomazzo 19, 20154 Milano, Italy 
Tel.: + 39 02 36504235

ese.milano@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within what you want outside. You can win the 
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna, 
ESE Founder and President 
The European School of Economics is an award winning, 
private international Business School offering unique 
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes, 
internationally recognised and validated by our UK partner 
the University of Chichester, as well as a selection of short 
certificate courses covering a wide range of business sectors. 
In today’s competitive job market, young professionals 
require assistance to make their professional dreams 
a reality. ESE aims to guide students in identifying their 
career path through personalized internship placements 
worldwide, as well as workshops, guest lectures and 
company visits.
Founded in 1994, the European School of Economics has 
always been a symbol of excellence for private Colleges 
all around the world and its level of excellence is reflected 
in all its centres, including the one in Milan.
With its industrial architecture the ESE Milan campus, 
centrally located in beautiful Via Paolo Lomazzo, is perfectly 
integrated into the city, maintaining a very modern and 
fashion-forward setting. Milan is regarded as the fashion 
capital of the world with many important international 
organizations, multinational companies and innovative 
start-ups. Milan is arguably the most international-friendly 
city in Italy and is definitely an inspiring environment for 

students to develop their personal and professional future.
Undergraduate:
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in 
Management, Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports 
Management
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in International Economics & Political Science 
Bachelor (BA Hons) in Organisational Communication & Media 
Management 
Postgraduate
Master (MSc) specialisations in Management, Marketing, Finance, 
Digital Marketing
Short Certificate Courses
Fashion & Luxury Goods Management, Leadership&Entrepreneurship, 
Finance, Management, Hospitality Management, Marketing
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ISTITUTO ITALIANO DI FOTOGRAFIA

Contacts:
Istituto Italiano di Fotografia

Via E. Caviglia 3, 20139 Milano
Tel: +39 02 58107623 - 02 58107139 

info@iifmilano.com - www.istitutoitalianodifotografia.it

ISTITUTO
ITALIANO
DI
FOTOGRAFIA

Contacts:
ISTITUTO DANTE ALIGHIERI MILANO

Via G. Leopardi, 8 – 20123 Milan Italy
Tel. +39 02 72011294

info@dantealighieri.org – www.dantealighieri.org

We do our best to:
* help you make the arrangements for your accommodation
* provide all documents for the Student Visa 
* organize social activities outside the school with our teachers: 

visits to museums, excursions, ethnic dinners, films with didactic 
activities.

Courses: 
Standard Italian, Business Italian, Italian for Fashion and Design 
Schools, Italian for Opera singers, Preparatory Courses for University, 
for CILS, CELI and PLIDA exams, Preparatory courses and seminars 
for teachers.

ISTITUTO DANTE ALIGHIERI MILANO
Ente culturale per la diffusione della lingua e cultura italiana

For more than 25 years, IIF is a school leader in the 
field of vocational training in Italy. Training in IIF is 
characterized by a practical and professional approach 
that ranges among the most important sectors in the 
world of photography, with the support of professional 
photographers. The school uses top quality photographic 
gear and software to provide professional experience 
during the whole course of education. 

It has five photographic studios, one equipped with a 
kitchen that can be used during food shooting.

MISSION: to provide a preparation in photography 
that is solid, complete and modern that allows to 
develop a self expressive style. IIF is divided into three 
sections that work synergistically to offer the training 
that immediately immerses the student in reality 
through concrete experiences and creative projects in 
collaboration with publishers and companies:

SCHOOL: Extensive and modern training since 
1993. Concrete experiences and creative projects.

ARTSIDE: Publications and exhibitions.

PRODUCTION: Photographic production agency, 
a meeting point between companies and young 
photographers.

Courses:
Biennial Professional Course, Evening Courses, Workshop weekend, 
Courses for kids and teenagers, Photography Courses in English, 
Ad hoc and One to one courses.

Subject of the courses: technique, portrait, landscape, reportage, 
visual communication, personal style, post-production, fashion, 
artistic nude, food photography, still life, self-portrait, photo editing, 
beauty, video shooting and editing and editing, professional world, 
law and copyright.

Ph. Federica Simoni, Andrea Dell’Orto, Emanuela Cherchi.

With more than 90 years’ experience (founded in 
1923) and a wide range of courses to suit almost 
every need, Istituto Dante Alighieri Milano has helped 
many thousands of people improve their Italian. 
We are an authorized CILS Examination Center, we 
cooperate closely with the “DITALS Center” of the 
University for Foreigners of Siena and with important 
Italian Academic Institutes for Music, Arts, Fashion 
and Design.
The school is located in the centre of Milan, easily 
linked by means of transport and served by 2 
underground lines.
Our Institute is staffed by mother tongue professionals, 
certified teachers of Italian L2 and with a long and 
specific experience. Customized learning programs 
are designed to develop specific language skills. At 
the end of the course, students receive a Certificate of 
Studies, calibrated on the CEFR levels. Our staff is very 
friendly and the school offers a full range of services 
designed to make your experience with us useful and 
stimulating.
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ISTITUTO SECOLI
Milano

Contacts:
Istituto Secoli

Viale Vittorio Veneto 18/A – 20124 Milan – Italy
t. +39 02 6597501 
t. +39 02 342958 

info@secoli.com
secoli.com 

can study the creation of patterns and sewing techniques for all 
different types of garments within your chosen discipline (Women’s 
Wear/ Menswear). 
If you already have a degree in fashion design, but want to excel 
in patternmaking, the ideal courses for you are our Masters in 
Patternmaking. Not only can you study all the stages in creating 
patterns and sewing different types of garments within your chosen 
discipline (Patternmaking Women’s wear/ Patternmaking and 
Tailoring Menswear/ Patternmaking Lingerie and Bridal Wear), but 
you will also have the possibility to develop a small collection of 
prototype garments which you will present as part of your final 
thesis: a perfect moment to “show off” your ideas. 

Since 1934, the year of its founding, Istituto Secoli has 
taught over 80,000 of the best professionals in the 
fashion world thanks to a method which is clear and 
precise: creative ideas must be translate into perfectly 
thought and created products, otherwise they just 
remain ideas on paper. The merit of this approach is 
that today 80% of the students from Istituto Secoli find 
work within six months of receiving their diploma, and 
that 30% of those attending Secoli courses are people 
who already work in the fashion sector and want to 
perfect their skills. 
Istituto Secoli is in Milan, and in October 2016 opened 
a second school in Guanghzou, China.
Courses:
If you’re just stepping into the fashion world and you 
are an undergraduate, the ideal courses for you are 
our Three-years Undergraduate courses, during which 
you can study all the steps in creating a collection, from 
trend research to the sewing of prototype garments 
(Fashion Design, Patternmaking, Dressmaking, 
Women’s Wear/Fashion Design, Patternmaking, 
Tailoring Menswear). 
If the fashion world is already your world but 
you want to expand your knowledge by studying 
patternmaking, the ideal courses for you are our 
Intensive annual Patternmaking courses where you 

ISTITUTO MARANGONI
Milano

Contacts:
The School of Fashion

Via Verri 4 – 20121 – Milano – Italy
t. +39 (0)2 7631 6680

milano@istitutomarangoni.com

The School of Design
Via Cerva 24 – 20122 – Milano – Italy

t. + 39 (0)2 7631 6680
design@istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni

Istituto Marangoni was founded in 1935 in Milano as 
‘Istituto Artistico dell’Abbigliamento Marangoni’ and 
in 2015 it reaches a special milestone, 80 years of 
history and success in training the top professionals 
of Fashion and Design. Istituto Marangoni can 
praise itself for the education of four generations of 
students from 5 continents and for having launched 
over 45,000 professionals in fashion and luxury 
fields, such as Domenico Dolce, Franco Moschino, 
Alessandro Sartori, Maurizio Pecoraro, Paula 
Cademartori, Andrea Pompilio and Lucio Vanotti. It 
currently educates 4,000 students per year from over 
100 countries at its schools, located in Milano (the 
School of Fashion and the School of Design), Firenze 
(School of Fashion & Art), Paris, London, Shanghai, 
Shenzhen, Mumbai and Miami, the international 
capitals of fashion, design and luxury. 

Visit istitutomarangoni.com.



NABA, Nuova Accademia di Bel le Ar t i
Milan

Contacts:
NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti

Milan Campus 
via C. Darwin 20, 20143, Milan

Tel: +39 02 97372102
Int.info@naba.it – www.naba.it

NABA 
NUOVA ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI 

Courses:
The Milan academic offerings include first and second level degrees 
available in Italian and English: 
Three-year Bachelor of Arts Degree in Graphic Design and Art Direction, 
Design, Fashion Design, Media Design and Multimedia Arts, Creative 
Technologies, Set Design, Painting and Visual Arts; 
Two-year Master of Arts Degrees in Communication Design, Design, 
Fashion and Textile Design, Visual Arts and Curatorial Studies and New 
Technologies for Arts.
One-Year Academic Master in Creative Advertising, Photography and 
Visual Design and Contemporary Art Markets.
Moreover, the academic offers include Summer courses, two-week intensive 
programs and experiences held in English and Semester abroad programs 
designed for students who wish to have an international study abroad experience.

NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti, is an education 
Academy focusing on arts and design. Founded in 
1980, NABA is the largest private Academy in Italy 
and the first one to have been recognized by the 
Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research 
(MIUR), back in 1981. As a recognized Academy, 
NABA offers academic diplomas equivalent to first 
and second level university degrees in the fields of 
design, fashion design, graphics and communication, 
multimedia arts, set design, and visual arts. Milan is 
a city of significant international events such as the 
Fashion Weeks and the Design Week. NABA campus 
in Milan is located near the Navigli area, one of 
the liveliest areas of the city inserted in a historical 
architectural complex consisting of 13 buildings. Today 
NABA is an international Academy of Art and Design 
with 4000 students come from 80 foreign countries.

PASSEPARTOUT
Lingua Italiana

Contacts:
Passepartout

Viale Monte Nero 80, 20135 – Milan – Italy
Tel. – Fax +39 02 55183708

info@passepartout-italia.it  – www.passepartout-italia.it 

Passepartout school of Italian Language for foreigners 
was established in 1996.

In 2005 Passepartout was officially recognized by 
the Ministry of Public Education. Since 1996 we 
have focused on our students’ goals: communicating 
in Italian language in everyday life, at work, at the 
University, coming back home with a solid Italian 
language background. 

In order to reach our goals, that is our students’ goals, 
we had to overcome the obstacles of teaching just in 
one way. Therefore we developed a method that join 
a communicative approach with a strong attention to 
the structures of the language.

During the classes, thanks to the small size of groups, 
all students can understand and speak Italian, using 
Italian language to communicate from the very first 
class. Grammatical structures are presented in order 
of complexity Students improve by using new structures 
and vocabulary in the course as well during breaks 
and in the Italian contest. 

Milan’s mix of design and architecture sets it apart from other cities. 
Known as the fashion capital, it boasts as the home of many premier 
fashion designers. It also offers many kinds of entertainment, from 
restaurants and bars offering traditional Milanese “aperitivi” to 
theatres such as the world renowned Opera House, “La Scala”.
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UNIVERSITÀ IULM  
 

Contacts: 
Università IULM

Via Carlo Bo, 1 – 20143 Milano
+39 02 891412386

admission@iulm.it- www.iulm.com

Master’s Degrees (120 ECTS)
Specialized Translation and Conference Interpreting / Marketing 
and Communications / Dual Degree in Strategic Communication 
(ENG) / Television, Cinema and New Media / Art, Valorization 
Strategies and the Market / Dual Degree in Hospitality and Tourism 
Management (ENG)
And more than 20 one-year Master’s Degrees   
International Tourism and Hospitality – MITH (ENG) / Food Design 
(ENG) / International Communication – MIC (ENG) / Game Design 
(ENG) / Communication for International Relations - MICRI (ENG+ITA) 
/ International Marketing and Sales Communication (ENG) / 
Museology, New Media and Museum Communication (ENG) …

Complete and contemporary teaching, which is 
marked by an international perspective, is what IULM 
offers to dynamic professionals. 
The future is for those who manage the change, who 
combine knowledge with know-how, for those who 
are capable of critical thinking, and who possess 
emotional intelligence. 
Since its inception more 50 years ago, IULM 
University has striven to combine cultural education 
and professional skills, and indeed it is a place where 
academia and the labour market converge. 
That is precisely what makes IULM stand out, 
because it complements a solid academic education 
with practical experience thanks to conferences, 
workshops, partnerships with companies, and real 
“hands-on” learning in the field. 
Each experience is a unique opportunity to get in 
touch with key players in the world of work, allowing 
students to develop their professional capabilities, 
cognitive abilities and interpersonal skills.
Bachelor’s Degrees (180 ECTS)
Interpreting and Communication / Communication, 
Media and Advertising / Corporate Communication and 
Public Relations (ENG or ITA) / Tourism, Management 
and Territory / Arts, Media and Cultural Event

UNIVERSITÀ BOCCONI

Contacts:
Bocconi University

Guidance and Recruitment Office
Piazza Sraffa 11 . 20136 . Milano . Italy

tel: +39 02 5836 3535
www.unibocconi.eu

Courses:
Bachelor of Science – 8 programs entirely taught in English in the 
fields of management, economics, finance, data science, maths for 
AI and political science.

Master of Science – 12 programs entirely taught in English in the 
fields of management, economics, finance, data science, cyber risk 
and security and political science.

Founded in 1902, Bocconi was the first university in 
Italy to offer degrees in business and economics. Today 
Bocconi is widely recognized as one of the top European 
institutions of higher learning and research. Bocconi 
combines a strong theoretical background with real-
world applications, aiming to attract talented students 
who will be the business leaders of the future.

Choosing Bocconi is a smart move that will give you the 
opportunity to:

–  study at a university that is highly placed in the 
most prestigious international rankings

–  benefit from a complete learning experience

–  take advantage of our preferential relations with 
top employers worldwide

–  apply for one of the international opportunities 
offered by our network of partner schools

–  enjoy an international experience in Milan, the 
Italian capital of finance, fashion and design.
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UNIVERSITY OF BERGAMO

UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI BRESCIA

Contacts:
Università degli Studi di Bergamo

Via San Bernardino 72/e –24122 Bergamo
Tel. +39 035 2052 293 – international.students@unibg.it

https://en.unibg.it/

Contacts:
Università degli Studi di Brescia

Piazza del Mercato 15, 25121 - Brescia - Italy
Tel. +39 0302988.01

internationalstudents@unibs.it – www.unibs.it

The University of Bergamo is located in Lombardia, 
a region in Northern Italy with more than 10 million 
inhabitants and one of the regions with the highest 
GDP pro capita in Europe. With a history older than 
the foundation of Rome, Bergamo grew as a key town 
in Mediaeval times and is now a bridge between 
Western and Eastern Europe: its airport is the Southern 
Europe hub for Ryanair and other low-cost airlines. 
The University of Bergamo is a State University 
with about 20,500 students (undergraduates and 
graduates), and more than 300 Ph.D. students. The 
number of students is increasing each year, with a 
7% growth rate per year. A staff of 656 members 
(331 professors & researchers, 95 assisting academic 
staff, 230 administrative and technical staff) provides 
a dynamic scientific and teaching environment open 
to innovations. The 7 Departments and the Research 
centers of the University of Bergamo are strictly 
intertwined in the town life. They are grouped in three 
campuses located in three different areas:
- Campus of Economics and Law, in the City of 
Bergamo, at walking distance from the train station
- Campus of Humanities in the Mediaeval Upper town
- Campus of Engineering:

* in Dalmine, the industrial outskirts of Bergamo
* inside the science park “Kilometro Rosso”

The University of Brescia is a young public university 
with about 15.000 students located in a city of art 
and culture, in one of the most important industrial 
and productive regions in Italy, Lombardy. Dating 
back to the Roman period, Brescia and its province 
lie at the heart of the Po Valley, between Milan and 
Venice. University of Brescia offers a wide range of 
educational programmes in the areas of Economics, 
Engineering, Law and Medicine: Bachelor’s and 
Master of Science degrees (some taught in English), 
PhD programmes, postgraduate technical courses, 
schools of specialisation. It provides many international 
opportunities including exchange programmes, dual 
degree programmes, scholarships for studying and 
researching abroad and international summer schools. 
The University of Brescia has a modern campus with 
libraries, IT rooms, accommodation, sports facilities 
and a canteen. It also provides high quality services 
such as counselling services, scholarships, laboratories 
and centres for advanced scientific research.

The University of Brescia offers:
 - 26 Bachelor’s Degrees
 - 16 Master of Science degrees (4 taught in English)
 - 4 Single-cycle Bachelor’s and Master of Science 

degrees

The University of Bergamo offers:
- 14 bachelor degree courses
- 18 master degree courses (8 taught in English)
- 2 Single-cycle degrees

in the following fields:
- Law
- Engineering
- Economics
- Humanities
- Foreign Languages
- Social Sciences

Related to the following Departments:
 - Economics and Management
 - Law
 - Civil, Environmental, Architectural Engineering and Mathematics
 - Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
 - Information Engineering
 - Molecular and Translational Medicine
 - Clinical and experimental Sciences
 - Medical and Surgical Specialties, Radiological Sciences and 

Public Health
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venezia

trieste

genova

verona

Come and Enjoy Italy... a unique experience



The cities of the Veneto region are jewels that preserve precious historical and 
artistic relics.  The region is a rich land, embellished with the enduring stamp of the 
Serenissima Republic.

From the mountains to the sea, Veneto boasts six protected nature areas.  
Less known than the more popular tourist destinations, these areas continue to 
preserve natural wildlife in its original and uncontaminated state.

Among the most beautiful mountains in the world, the Dolomites offer over 400 
kilometers of ski runs in the winter, a veritable paradise for skiers, and an exciting 
location for a winter holiday!

VENETO

www.regione.veneto. i t

Verona Venezia
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IED Venezia: An incubator of knowledge and research 
in arts and crafts 
Located in the Lagoon since 2007, IED Venezia has 
settled inside the fifteenth century Palazzo Franchetti, 
a prestigious palace overlooking the Canal Grande 
and the famous Ponte dell’Accademia. School 
of creativity but also cultural center able to join 
knowledge and know-how, IED Venezia promotes 
courses dedicated to managerial and manufacturing 
aspects of design, in close relation with the local 
companies and institutions, and with the international 
contemporary art scene. Over the years, IED Venezia 
has been acknowledged as a reference place for 
cultural production, education and experimentation 
act as catalyst for projects, people and energies at 
local, national, and international level.

ied.it/venezia
ied.edu/venice

IED VENEzIA
Istituto Europeo di Design 

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu

IED Venezia
Palazzo Franchetti, Campo Santo Stefano, S. Marco, 2842 30124 Venice

Tel. +39 041 2771164

Master 
Business for Arts and Culture • Curatorial practice

Summer 
Contemporary Art in Venice - The Biennale Exhibition

ISTITUTO VENEzIA

Contacts:
Istituto Venezia

Dorsoudro 3116a
30123 Venezia Italy 

Tel: +39 0415224331
info@istitutovenezia.com  – www.istitutovenezia.com

trip in Italy. This is why Istituto Venezia greatly values its quality 
and tries to live up to students' expectations with a variety of offers. 
Upon request, the school can arrange a single room in homestay 
accommodation. Students can stay with a family in Venice in a 
single room with use of kitchen. Usually the guest families are single 
people or childless couples. Staying with an Italian family is the best 
way to enjoy Italian daily life and improve your language skills.
We can also book a room in the  new Santa Marta residence, 
few minutes walk from our school. Single or double rooms, all with 
private bathroom and kitchenette, spacious, quiet and with a good 
natural light, equipped with all the comforts for long or short stays.
Recognized by the Italian Authority for Education.

Since 1998, the Italian language school is located in 
the historical centre of Venice, in a well-known Venetian 
square, Campo Santa Margherita. It is a meeting 
place for students and residents who go shopping in 
the beautiful shops of the area or take a break to chat 
and drink in the open-air cafés. A historical building 
with a wide terrace on the campo hosts the school. 
The school is air-conditioned. 
Istituto Venezia is the ideal choice for those who are 
planning to take an Intensive Italian language course 
in Italy. We offer several different options to meet 
every possible request. 
Every day the school organize activities for the 
students. The quality of teaching and of the educational 
materials is very important for us. For this reason 
the members of our team have all attended special 
education seminars and teacher training programmes, 
especially the Itals Master Programme (Italian as 
second language) at Ca' Foscari University and have 
experienced teaching Italian as a foreign language.
Your teachers are always ready to help you, encourage 
you and comply with your learning method. Teachers 
work as a team and arrange daily meetings in order 
to organize the different teaching departments; they 
regularly update their teaching material and discuss 
and compare different techniques.
Accommodation is a very important part of the study 

Member of ASILS



The school was founded in 2002 and is located in the 
historical center of Verona, surrounded by all its most 
important monuments. In 2000 the whole town was 
listed as a World Heritage site by the UNESCO and 
therefore studying Italian in Verona means getting to 
know a cultural and artistic heritage that is recognized 
at a worldwide level. The school premises are in the 
Volpini-Jenna Palace, an ancient noble building, which is 
considered one of the most beautiful buildings in Verona.
The school  interior offer students an inviting modern 
and functional environment, equipped with air 
conditioning and free Wi-Fi Internet access in all rooms. 
The small size of the school allows the entire staff, from 
secretary to teachers, to follow each student’s entire 
stay, devoting a level of personal attention that goes 
beyond basic teaching, making everybody feel at 
home.  An accommodation-finding service is available 
for all students enrolled who can choose from host-
family rooms, private apartments, hotels or B&B.
LINGUA IT is member of the national association 
ASILS (Associazione Scuole di Italiano come Lingua 
Seconda) which guarantees the highest standard of 
quality of instruction and services. The school is also 
a training center for the CILS Test (Certification from 
the University for Foreigners of Siena) and internship 
partner of the Universities of Verona, Padova, Venezia 
and Urbino. LINGUA IT courses are recognized by the 
Bildungsurlaub in Germany.

L INGUA IT

Contacts:
LINGUA IT – Centro di cultura italiana
Via Emilei, 24 – 37121 Verona – Italia

Tel. +39 045-597-975
info@linguait.it – www.linguait.it

Facebook: www.facebook.com/linguait

Courses:
Our courses run all year round and the 6 levels are based on the 
Common European Framework of Languages. 
The intensive group courses (20 lessons per week) have a maximum of 
10 students per class and a minimum attendance of 1 week. We also 
offer discounted long terms programs, individual lessons, twin courses, 
exam preparation courses and special tailored classes for children, 
school groups and companies.
A wide range of cultural activities are weekly scheduled as a perfect 
completion to the classroom experience in order to promote language 
learning by developing communication skills in a natural and instinctive 
manner: guided tours and excursions (LINGUA TOUR), wine & cooking 
sessions (LINGUA EAT), music, art, cinema, free-time activities (LINGUA OFF)

Member of ASILS
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modena

reggio emilia

bologna

Come see the beauty and culture of Italy



Friuli Venezia Giulia is situated in the north-east of Italy. Friuli Venezia Giulia 
overlooks the Adriatic Sea and is surrounded by high mountains, enclosing many 
different landscapes.  

The mountain sceneries are spectacular as well, in the Eastern Dolomites, the 
Carnia and the Julian Alps, among lakes, valleys and protected areas. 
From its boundary with Veneto up to Monfalcone, the coast is trimmed with 
lagoons and has long sandy beaches, with several tourist resorts like famous 
Lignano Sabbiadoro.

The great variety of landscapes matches a rich and varied cultural heritage that 
was determined by a complex history and by the confluence of different civilizations 
in this territory. 

FRIULI  VENEzIA GIULIA

www.regione.fvg. i t

Trieste
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A trip through Liguria is a continuous search for hidden corners in a land where 
nature’s scent is that of salt and sun. This region is also full of monuments which 
appear suddenly and which fascinate the traveller with their amazing beauty. 

Ancient defense towers stretch out towards this region’s signature blue sky, small 
churches are surrounded by clusters of pine trees and oak or chestnut woods, and 
sanctuaries are nestled upon mountain peaks. Miles of inland and sea paths full of 
stupendous panoramic views abound here, and traditional Ligurian cooking can 
be enjoyed at its many trattorie. 

It is a jewel of land suspended between the sky and the sea, where there is always 
something new to discover and to love, from its many colorful festivals and fairs, to 
its cultural and international sports events.

L IGURIA

Genova

www.regione. l iguria. i t
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“Sleeping in Castles, Eating in Castles”: A presentation of all the castles in this 
region that offers services to those who love wine, food, and unique places… or 
for those who need to organize lunches or banquets.  

Emilia Romagna – The sites, the parks and the museums represent its archeological 
heritage, from the villages of Terramare through to the Etrurians, and the Romans 
up to the Byzantines. 

The Emilia Romagna region is a friendly territory. This “land with a soul” offers 
visitors numerous places rich with rare art treasures to be discovered.  If one wishes 
to travel throughout the entire region, we suggest visiting its institutional sites, which 
work as a starting point on getting to know the people, nature, art and spirit of 
this territory.

EMIL IA ROMAGNA

www.regione.emi l ia - romagna.i t

Bologna

Reggio Emilia

Modena
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REGGIO LINGUA 
Reggio Emilia

Contacts:
Reggio Lingua

Viale dei Mille n.2 – 42121 Reggio Emilia
Tel./Fax +39 0522 454777

Cell. +39 340 8537630, +39 348 5901718
info@reggiolingua.it – www.reggiolingua.it

Italian language classes in small groups:
 - Standard and intensive courses
 - Preparatory courses for CELI and CILS exams
 - Senior 50+ courses

Special Italian Language Programs:
 - Homestay programs at the teacher’s home
 - Cookery courses
 - Talking and Walking 
 - Talking and Tasting (Visits to local wine, cheese, ham and balsamic 
vinegar producers)

 - Study Abroad programs for schools and universities
 - Special programs focusing on Early Childhood Education 

    (Reggio Approach)

Reggio Lingua is a specialized language center for 
teaching Italian language. The school is located in 
the beautiful historic centre of Reggio Emilia, ideal 
city for learning Italian, outside the world of tourism, 
easy to get around by any means of transportation, 
with plenty of social life and recreational activities for 
leisure time. We organize Italian language courses for 
groups, individuals, and businesses, as well as for high 
school and university groups, homestay programs at 
the teacher’s home, and Italian language courses in 
preparation for the CELI and CILS exams.
 
In order to bring the student into closer contact with 
Italian reality and everyday life, Reggio Lingua 
conducts a range of educational activities away from 
the classroom. Carried out under the guidance of a 
tutor, these activities encourage students to use their 
Italian in a practical satisfying manner by learning new 
words and linguistic structures to be put immediately 
into practice in day-to-day situations. Participants 
soon become familiar with the artistic heritage and 
cultural traditions of Italy and together explore the 
most characteristic places, and the way of life, of the 
city they are staying in.

Contacts:
 ROMANICA

Via Castel Maraldo 45
41121 Modena

Tel. +39 059 245651 – Fax +39 059 433244
scuola@romanica.it – www.romanica.it 

https://www.facebook.com/romanica.accademiaitaliana

Romanica is the school for the study of the Italian 
language in Modena, the town of Luciano Pavarotti, 
Ferrari and the Romanesque Cathedral, masterpiece 
of the world.
Romanica is located in the historic centre: its classrooms 
decorated with frescoes are the point of departure 
from which students will discover the everyday rhythms 
of this beautiful and liveable city.
Since 1998 Romanica offers courses to students 
of all ages, as well as a wide variety of activities. 
Romanica’s cultural program keeps the students busy 
for 8 additional hours each week: excursions, seminars 
about Italian culture, gastronomy, wine, movies, visits 
to Balsamic Vinegar, Lambrusco, Parmigiano, Ferrari, 
Casa-Museo Pavarotti…
Romanica, recognized by the Italian Ministry of the 
Public Instruction, is CILS, CELI and AIL examination 
centre and  DITALS training and examination centre for 
the teaching of Italian. 
Standard courses:
Intensive group courses 20 hours weekly
Semi-intensive group courses 10 hours weekly
Full time courses
Individual courses
Small group courses

Special Courses:
CILS, CELI, AIL preparation exams
Training for teachers of Italian foreign language and DITALS exams
Courses of Italian for specific purposes
Courses for children
Special weeks for junior students’ group and senior students’ group
Cultural courses:
cooking, melodrama, arts, theater
Professional teachers specialized in the teaching of Italian foreign 
language; free didactic material constantly reviewed and updated

ROMANICA
Modena

Member of ASILS

Member of ASILS
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Italy's views will leave you speechless

arezzo

firenze

pisa

siena

viareggio

montelpulciano



Firenze

Arezzo

Pisa
Viareggio

Siena

Montepulciano

Very few places in the world can boast an artistic legacy so deeply rooted in 
territory and popular culture as Tuscany. 

We invite you to discover this supreme land of art and civilization, which today 
continues to be a sought-after place of inspiration for numerous Italian and 
foreign artists.

The countless testimonies of art in Tuscany indeed narrate a story as articulate and 
complex as it is unique and unrepeatable, starting at the dawn of civilization and 
continuing endlessly to the present day.

TOSCANA

www.regione. toscana.i t
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ACCADEMIA DEL GIGLIO
Italian Language, Art and Culture. 

ACCADEMIA DEL CINEMA
New York Film Academy 

Contacts:
Accademia del Giglio

Via Ghibellina, 116 – 50122 Firenze, ITALIA
Tel.: +39 351 2754681 (also WhatsApp)

info@adg.it – www.adg.it 

-  Art in the museums;
-  Floral and Animal Painting;
-  Illustration;
-  Lino printing;
-  Costumes and drapery;
-  En plein air Painting in Tuscany;
-  Acrylic painting;
-  Cityscape and architecture;
-  Tempera and Renaissance techniques;
-  Abstract painting.
Seminars on History of Italian Art and of Italian Fashion.

Tailored programmes for school groups.
Term and semester combined programmes of Italian + Fine Arts.

Contacts:
Accademia Del Cinema - New York Film Academy

Piazza San Lorenzo, 2, Florence, IT
Tel. +39 055 238 2295

italy@nyfa.edu  | www.nyfa.edu

Programs offered in Florence, Italy include: 
- Filmmaking - 1 semester (13 credits), 8-week (6 credits), 6-week (4 
credits), 4-week (3 credits), 3-week (2 credits), & 1-week (1 credit)*
- Acting for Film - 1 semester (17 credits), 8-week (6 credits), 4-week (3 
credits), 3-week (2 credits), & 1-week (1 credit)*

*For U.S. regional accreditation please visit our website 
nyfa.edu/programs/study-abroad.php

Since 1995 Accademia del Giglio has been a 
private school which is specifically aimed at helping 
international students to learn drawing and painting 
techniques, gain proficiency in the Italian language 
and understand many aspects of Italian culture.
The school has its premises in a 19th century building in 
the very heart of Florence.
Our school is officially authorized by the Italian Ministry 
of Education and accredited by several American and 
European schools and universities.
Courses take place all year round. Classes are small 
to maximise learning. Average number of students: 8. 
Short-term and long-term courses in Drawing and 
Painting techniques (from 1 week to 2 years).
Intensive Art seminars and workshops: 

-  Sketchbook in Florence and landscape/cityscape;
-  Portrait and Self-portrait;
-  Life Drawing;
-  Sanguine, charcoal and other classical 

drawing techniques;
-  Watercolour;
-  Fresco;
-  Oil Painting;
-  Trompe l’oeil;
-  Sculpture with clay and plaster;
-  Decoration;

The New York Film Academy College of Visual & 
Performing Arts (NYFA) is one of the most hands-on, 
intensive performing and visual arts schools in the 
world! Established in 1992, NYFA was built on the 
philosophy of learning by doing through a uniquely 
designed curriculum encouraging students to see 
themselves as filmmakers and performers. 

The NYFA Academy in Florence, Italy is located in 
a renovated renaissance building in the heart of 
Florence across the street from Le Cappelle Medicee. 
In addition to studying under professionals and 
working with state-of-the-art equipment, students get to 
explore the many sights and sounds of Florence and 
are encouraged to use the city as a backdrop for their 
original films and performances. 

After studying at the NYFA Academy in Florence, 
students can then choose to continue their studies in 
New York, Los Angeles or South Beach, Miami. 



ACCADEMIA ITALIANA
Arte Moda Design

Contacts:
Accademia Italiana

Piazza Pitti 15
50125 Florence, Italy
tel. +39 055 284616

study@ai-it.it
www.accademiaitaliana.com

Courses:
Florence: Liberal Arts (semester, year-long and summer sessions 
available), Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degrees and Master’s programs in 
Fashion Design and Interior and Product Design, bachelor’s degree 
programs in Graphic Design and in Photography and New Media.
Rome: Liberal Arts (semester, year-long and summer sessions 
available), Studio Arts, Bachelor’s degree programs in Fashion 
Design, Interior and Product Design, Jewelry Design and Photography.

ACCADEMIA EUROPEA DI F IRENzE
Scuola internazionale delle Arti e della Cultura Italiana

Contacts:
Accademia Europea di Firenze
Via Cavour, 37 - 50129 Firenze

Tel. +39 055 211599
info@aefirenze.it
www.aefirenze.it

We are proud to have the whole city as a single, great classroom. 
An open-air museum, a three-dimensional encyclopedia of art, 
Florence is a living and breathing place, in which the word culture 
acquires a wider meaning. Our method combines classroom lessons 
and on-site lessons, workshops, cultural and voluntary activities, as 
well as an intense program of performances and exhibitions in the 
most prestigious sights in the city.

The Accademia Italiana arte moda design is an 
international art and design Institute with campuses 
in Florence and Rome, Italy. Founded in 1984, the 
Accademia Italiana was the first Florentine school of 
art, fashion and design operating on an international 
level, accepting students from all over the world and 
from every region in Italy. The Accademia Italiana was 
the first private design school in Tuscany to receive 
accreditation by the Italian Ministry of Education 
(MIUR) for its bachelor’s degree programs. Today it 
ranks as one of the most qualified European Institutes 
of artistic and professional training. Graduates of the 
Accademia Italiana are currently occupying important 
roles in design industries worldwide and have received 
substantial recognition in their professional fields. 

The Accademia Italiana also offers an extensive list 
of liberal arts courses at both campuses, allowing 
US university students to experience a unique study 
abroad opportunity where they can study design at all 
levels together with Italian and international students 
coming from more than 70 different countries. US 
study abroad students may choose to attend studio art, 
design, liberal arts courses or a selection of offerings 
from the different departments.

Accademia Europea di Firenze (AEF), Scuola 
internazionale delle Arti, della Lingua e della Cultura 
Italiana, is Florence’s International School of Liberal, 
Performing Arts and Italian Culture. Located in the 
heart of the city, it hosts a community of students, 
artists, professionals, faculty and staff. The students, 
coming from all over the world and from the most 
prestigious US and Mexico Universities, share classes 
and activities, in a unique inspiring environment of 
academic excellence, cultural and social immersion 
and experiential learning. 

AEF welcomes students for Semester Programs (Fall/
Spring 15 weeks), Summer Programs (4 weeks), 
Winter Programs (3 weeks) and for 1-year Certificate 
Programs in Italian Language&Culture, Dance, 
Art&Design, Voice&Opera.

AEF develops Joint Academic Programs with 
individual institutions according to their standards 
and collaborates with universities to ensure course 
equivalency and credit transfer. Elon University serves 
as School of Record for AEF. Since 2019 AEF is 
supported by its Academic Advisory Council (Elon, 
NYU, WUSTL, Wright State, Drake, WNE, BUAP), 
whose mission is to ensure that AEF provides distinctive 
academic programs of high quality.
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ANGEL ACADEMY OF ART

Contacts:
The Angel Academy of Art

Via Nardo Cione 10
50121 Florence, Italy

Tel./Fax +39-055-246 6737 (Office hours Monday to Friday 09.00 – 13.00)
web: www.angelartschool.com – email: info.angel@angelartschool.com

Follow us on:

Four-Week Intensives 
Throughout the academic year, choose between landscape painting or 
portrait painting. 
Learn the traditional structure of a painting’s composition and the 
technical underpainting/overpainting procedures used by the great 
landscape and portrait masters of the past.
Summer Workshops
Annually from mid-June through July (10 days each). Choose from 
Portrait, Live Model and more.  Our state-of-the-art school with its air-
conditioned clean-air environment provides optimum comfort during the 
summer months.

The Angel Academy of Art, Florence, offers an intensive 
three-year programme in traditional drawing and painting.
One of the very few such institutions in the world, the 
Angel Academy offers a curriculum designed to produce 
the highest calibre of professional artists, equipped to 
be leaders in the renaissance of classic, Realist painting.
Almost uniquely, the Angel Academy of Art’s programme 
is based on the system that taught the old masters, as 
well as on the 19th-century academies and ateliers. We 
use sight-size to teach the student how to render the 
illusion of the form of objects and casts, but, uniquely 
in 21-century academies, we also teach the old-master 
methods of comparative measurement, mass drawing, 
gesture and paint application to teach the student how 
to properly draw, as opposed to simply copying nature.
Pictorial composition and its practical application to the 
classic underpainting/overpainting process is taught to 
the 3rd-year students.
Fundamental Programme 
The complete programme of study is three years, each year is 
divided into three trimesters Fall, Winter and Spring. Students 
may join at the beginning of each Trimester.
30 hours of study per week Monday to Friday.
Drawing and painting from the live model, 3 hours daily. 
Other time is spent working on projects relative to the 
stage of the programme.
Post Graduate Programme
There is a choice of two Programmes: Portrait or Pictorial 
Composition. Each of two years duration after completing 
the Fundamental Programme.

CENTRO FIORENzA
Italian Language and Culture Courses 
in FLORENCE and on the ISLAND OF ELBA

Contacts:
CENTRO FIORENzA

Via Santo Spirito, 14 – 50125 Firenze, Italy
Tel. +39 055 239 8274  - Fax +39 055 287 148

info@centrofiorenza.com – www.centrofiorenza.com 

The following courses are offered: 
-  Group, combined and one to one courses in
   Italian language and culture
-  Study Abroad Programs 
-  High school programs
-  40Plus Courses and special programs for adult students
-  Italian & Cuisine 
-  Italian & Drawing 
-  Italian & Photography 
-  Examination Courses

Selected accommodation in home stay, student’s apartments, hotels, 
can be organized through our office. CENTRO FIORENzA is known 
for its excellence in all services.

Established in 1982, CENTRO FIORENzA is a private 
school, specialised in teaching Italian Language and 
Culture to students from all over the world. The school’s 
premises are situated right in the historic centre of 
Florence, in the prestigious Palazzo Guicciardini (XVII° 
century), overlooking the Arno river and the famous 
Ponte Vecchio. All classrooms are air-conditioned and 
have free WIFI. The school is member of International 
House World Organisation since 2005 and IALC, 
International Association of Language Centres since 
2016. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education

CENTRO FIORENzA offers two locations for its courses: 
Florence, open-all-year-round, and the Island of Elba, 
open from May to October. During this latter period of 
the year, Centro Fiorenza students can take the “unique” 
opportunity of combining the experience of living in a 
town incredibly rich in art and culture and ending it on 
one of the most famous Mediterranean islands. 

Courses:

CENTRO FIORENzA in Florence and on the Island 
of Elba offers 12 levels according to the European 
Framework, max 10 students per group. Each lesson 
lasts 50 minutes. 
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ESE FIRENzE 
European School of Economics

Contacts:
ESE Florence

Borgo S Apostoli 19, 50123 Florence, Italy 
Tel.: +39 055 217050

ese.firenze@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within what you want outside. You can win the 
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna, 
ESE Founder and President 
The European School of Economics is an award winning, 
private international Business School offering unique 
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes, 
internationally recognised and validated by our UK partner 
the University of Chichester, as well as a selection of short 
certificate courses covering a wide range of business sectors. 
In today’s competitive job market, young professionals 
require assistance to make their professional dreams a 
reality. ESE aims to guide students in identifying their career 
path through personalized internship placements worldwide, 
as well as workshops, guest lectures and company visits. 
Thanks to its strong international character, pragmatic 
business approach and the focus on self-development 
and employability, ESE graduates are amongst the most 
competitive business professionals on the market.
The ESE Florence centre is situated in the heart of the 
city, steps away from Ponte Vecchio. As the birthplace 
of the Italian Renaissance, people travel from all over 
the world to experience Florentine art and culture, but 
Florence is also a notable historic centre of trade, finance 
and banking, making it the perfect location to study 
international business.

Undergraduate
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in Management, 
Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports Management
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in International Economics & Political Science 
Bachelor (BA Hons) in Organisational Communication & Media Management
Postgraduate
Master (MSc) specialisations in Management, Marketing, Finance, 
Digital Marketing
Short Certificate Courses
Arts & Culture Management, Hospitality Management, Entrepreneurship 
& Leadership, Management, Events Management, Marketing, Fashion 
& Luxury Goods Management, Music Management, Real Estate, The 
Business of Architecture
Summer Programmes 

Thanks to our over 25 years of experience we offer 
Teacher Training Courses and Italian Language 
Courses.
Europass Teacher Academy: 
We are the largest European provider of Professional 
Development Courses for Teachers with almost 4500 
participants in 2019.
Our Academy offers short term (1 or 2 week) courses 
for teachers in 15 cities, in 9 different European 
countries.
With the aim to develop and share innovative teaching 
methods and techniques, and thanks to our network 
of partner schools and universities, we are constantly 
involved in international projects.
Europass Italian Language School:
We are the most vibrant and joyful Italian Language 
School in Florence! Being surrounded by friends from 
all over the world, our relaxed atmosphere in classes 
and friendly teaching style makes learning Italian fun 
and easy.
Florence is full of hidden gems which you can 
only discover if you stay here for a few weeks. 
It’s a welcoming space, where it is easy to connect 
with others and experience something new!

EUROPASS EDUCATION

Contacts:
Europass Education

Via Sant’Egidio, 12 – 50122 Firenze, Italy
Tel. +39 055 247 9995

europass@europass.it
www.teacheracademy.eu
www.europassitalian.com

Teacher Academy Courses:
 - Arts and Wellbeing
 - Classroom Management
 - CLIL
 - ICT
 - Languages
 - School Innovation

Italian Language School Courses:
 - Group and Private Lectures
 - Italian Language Holiday 
 - Junior Summer Camp

Member of ASILS



IED Firenze: Designing the future in the heart of the 
Italian Renaissance
IED Firenze finds home in a contemporary building 
placed at the very centre of the Renaissance architecture, 
just behind Brunelleschi Dome. In such incomparable 
place for those who wish to learn from the past and 
be protagonist of the future, the mix of tradition and 
innovation is the key element of the educational 
experience. IED Firenze pays a lot of attention to the 
enhancement of Tuscany and to the merger of different 
cultures to generate a virtuous relationship between 
fine craftsmanship and industry, mixing classical and 
contemporary art; old and contemporary knowledge. 
A relation boosted by the strong connections between 
IED and Tuscany industrial districts: in particular with 
the leather and Design district in Prato and the one of 
marble in Carrara. Along with that many international 
collaborations with companies like Adidas, Pepsi 
China and Tiger.

ied.it/firenze
ied.edu/florence

IED FIRENzE
Istituto Europeo di Design 

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu

IED Firenze
Via M. Bufalini 6/r 50122 Firenze

Tel. +39 055 29821

Master 
Arts Management • Fashion Business • Brand Design Management: 
Food, Wine and Tourism 
Undergraduate 
Fashion Stylist and Communication • Fashion Design • Interior 
Design • Visual Communication 
Semester and Academic Year 
Interior Design: Focus on Retail and Commercial Spaces
Summer
Design - Made in Italy • Fashion Design - Design your Capsule 
Collection • Fashion Events and PR • Graphic Design and Portfolio

I L  SASSO
Scuola di Italiano – Montepulciano

Contacts:
Scuola di Italiano “Il Sasso”

Via di Gracciano nel Corso, 2 – 53045 – Montepulciano – Siena
Tel. +39 0578 758311 – Fax +39 0578 757547

Skype: ilsassomontepulciano 
info@ilsasso.com – www.ilsasso.com 

Language Courses:
The courses generally run for two weeks, however, it is possible to 
attend for one week only or for periods longer than two weeks: group 
standard, standard+, intensive, individual tuition, preparation for 
certificates.

Culture Courses: 
The language program is complemented by a program of cultural 
courses covering a wide range of topics: Italian Literature, Italian history, 
Italy Today, Speaking about Wine, Art Walks, Italian Renaissance.

For a great many reasons, Montepulciano, half way 
between Florence and Rome, is an ideal place for an 
Italian language school. It is located on the top of a hill, 
surrounded by vineyards and olive groves with one of 
those views which has made Tuscany famous the world 
over. The peace and quiet are ideal for a study holiday of 
Italian language far from bustling town centres. 
The Italian Language School Il Sasso is recognized by the 
Ministry of Education and ISO 9001- 2015 certified. It is a 
small to medium size school (about 500 students per year) 
with a high standard of quality. Students are of every age 
group and come from all parts of the globe. The school 
was founded in 1983 by a group of teachers who are still 
there, running it with professionalism and passion.
The school is located in an historic building in the heart 
of the town. It has 8 large, airy classrooms, a conference 
hall and a terrace with a lovely panoramic view – a 
favorite place for students to take their class breaks 
during the summer. There is also a free Internet point and 
free WiFi access.
The students can study or watch a film at the school at 
any time throughout the day. In addition, the school offers 
its students the chance to pass their afternoons together 
through a wide variety of excursions and activities – 
guided tours, wine, olive oil and cheese tastings, cooking 
lessons, walks in the country.
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ISI  FLORENCE
International Studies Institute

Contacts:
ISI Florence

Via della Vigna Nuova, 18 – 50122 Firenze – Italy
Tel. +39 055 2645910 – Fax 055 2646721

info@isiflorence.org – www.isiflorence.org

variety of extra- and co-curricular activities (including internships 
and volunteer opportunities) alongside its rich academic program.
True to its mission, ISI Florence maintains a faculty of scrupulously 
selected professors, all with PhDs, who are both engaging teachers 
and excellent scholars.
In addition to its regular courses embracing all of the humanities, 
ISI Florence offers courses in architecture, art history, business, 
communication, history, Italian language and literature, photography, 
political science, STEM studies, sociology, and studio art.

INFLORENCE ACADEMY

Contacts:
InFlorence Academy

Palazzo Guadagni, Piazza Santo Spirito 9
50125 Florence, Italy

Tel. +39 055 213030
info@inflorenceacademy.it – www.inflorenceacademy.it

Our Language and Culture Intensive course allows you to focus on 
and improve your language, putting into practice specific Italian 
language skills in a variety of contexts. 
Examinations:
InFlorence Academy is an official exam centre for the CELI Italian 
Language Certificate issued by the University for Foreigners in 
Perugia.
The school also runs DITALS preparation courses for those wishing 
to take the exam offered by the University for Foreigners in Siena.

InFlorence Academy (previously known as Eurocentres 
Firenze) has over 60 years of experience in teaching 
the Italian language and culture to students from all 
over the world. Our school is located in the prestigious 
Palazzo Guadagni, overlooking the beautiful Piazza 
Santo Spirito.
InFlorence Academy has eleven classrooms, library, 
lecture room, student lounge and sun terrace. Teaching 
is of a very high standard and a variety of innovative 
approaches and methodologies are applied. 
The school is a member of the international quality 
organization EAQUALS and undergoes regular 
inspections. The school is also officially recognised by 
the Italian Ministry of Education. 
Cultural Courses:
InFlorence Academy offers a range of cultural courses 
which students can combine with their language 
studies: Italian Art History; Cucina Italiana; Acting 
and Directing; Fashion Design; Drawing and Painting; 
Italian Opera; etc. 
Italian Langauge Courses:
Our Standard Italian course is designed to help you 
develop all aspects of your Italian language skills. 
Lessons take place in the morning allowing you to 
organise your own programme in the afternoon. 

Internationally recognized for the high caliber of its 
faculty and a wide range of excellent student services, 
ISI Florence provides an educationally stimulating 
program in a friendly and safe environment. True to its 
extraordinary setting in the cradle of the Renaissance, 
ISI Florence provides an ideal framework for students 
to hone their skills and enrich their desire for learning 
– all an integral part of the life-changing experience 
of studying abroad.
ISI Florence’s headquarters is the famous Palazzo 
Rucellai. Designed by Leon Battista Alberti (one of 
the most illustrious Florentine humanists) in the 1450s, 
Palazzo Rucellai is universally acknowledged as a 
Renaissance landmark.
A ten-minute walk away is Palazzo Bargagli, our other 
major facility, very close to Piazza Santa Croce. A 
four-story building, Palazzo Bargagli was completely 
refurbished and modernized in 2009.
ISI Florence provides a diversified curriculum 
incorporating Italy’s numerous cultural and educational 
resources. To this purpose, ISI Florence offers a wide 



ISTITUTO IL DAVID
Scuola di Lingua Italiana – Firenze

Contacts:
ISTITUTO IL DAVID – Scuola di Lingua Italiana – Firenze 

Ufficialmente autorizzata da Ministero italiano dell’Istruzione
Via de’ Vecchietti, 1 – 50123 Firenze – Italia
Tel. +39 055 216110 – Fax +39 055 288671

info@davidschool.com – www.davidschool.com

Courses:
The courses of Italian language are divided into six levels of 
language competence.

Group courses, lessons for couples, lessons for scholastic groups, 
individual lessons of Italian language, Art History, Italian business, 
Italian cooking, Italian fashion, Art and Crafts.

Combined courses with internship.

The Istituto Il David is an Italian language school 
located in the hearth of the historical center of Florence 
and it is open all year round. The school, which owes 
its name to Michelangelo’s famous sculpture, was 
set-up in 1983 and it is officially authorizhed by the 
Italian Ministry of Education.
All the rooms are provided with air conditioning, 
they are spacious and bright with big tables and 
comfortable chairs. All that is necessary has been 
provided, so that the students can feel comfortable 
and energetic during their lessons.
The school is provided with wireless connection which 
the students can use for free. 
On the top floor of the school there is a wonderful 
terrace, from which the students can enjoy a breath-
taking view of Florence. All the teachers are Italian 
mother-tongue speakers and have a degree. Classes 
have a maximum of 12 and a minimum of 4 students, 
the average number of learners per class is 7/8.
The school offers various and interesting extracurricular 
activities, about 20-30 per month.
The school offers students a free accommodation 
search for any kind of request and for the duration of 
the stay in Florence.

ISTITUTO AMERICANO
The American Language Center of Florence

Contacts:
Istituto Americano – American Language Center

Via Brunelleschi, 1 – 50123 Firenze
Tel. +39 055 283161  Fax +39 055 283161 

info@istitutoamericano.it – www.istitutoamericano.it 

Certifications:
 - Official recognition of the Italian Ministry of Education
 - Quality Certification ISO 9001
 - Recognized Training Center by the Region of Tuscany
 - ETS iBT TOEFL and College Board SAT Test Center
 - ACT Test Center

Membership
 - NAFSA
 - IATEFL
 - TESOL

Istituto Americano - The American Language Center of 
Florence - was founded in 1959 and is recognized by the 
Ministry Education, University and Research (MIUR) and 
accredited by the Region of Tuscany. Located in Piazza 
della Repubblica, just a short walk from the world-famous 
Duomo,  facilities include several multi-purpose classrooms, 
a language and technology laboratory, offices, student 
lounge, library, and a terrace overlooking the historical 
city center. Satellite TV, computers are on the premises.
Istituto Americano is an official representative of several 
international language and post-secondary programs and 
assists students in enrolling in Italian and global universities.  
As a testing center for international examinations, there is 
a special emphasis on global travel, study, and citizenry. 
The center hosts visiting study abroad programs, as well.
Courses:
Six-level Italian and English language curriculum (Beginner 
to Advanced), along with advanced courses in test 
preparation, business, conversation, and culture. Group, 
individual, and contract training courses are available.
Teacher Certification courses (TEFL) in cooperation with the 
Via Lingua Group offering graduate-level credits towards 
master’s degrees.
A full calendar of social and extra-curricular activities 
including Conversation Partner Programs, dinners, 
fieldtrips and study exchanges.
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ISTITUTO LINGUISTICO MEDITERRANEO
Pisa – Viareggio

Contacts:
ILM – Istituto Linguistico Mediterraneo

Via Battisti, 3 - Pisa
Tel.+39 050 500399 – Fax +39 050 48157

info@ilm.it – www.ilm.it

Courses:
Our school offers language and enrichment courses: Group courses 
(can also be combined with private lessons), One-to-One course, 
Internship program, Preparatory courses for Italian University and 
for CILS, CELI and DITALS, Cooking and Wine tasting and History 
of Art courses.

The teaching method facilitates the development of communicative 
skills without neglecting the  grammatical structures.The teaching 
material is produced by our institute, but  it is supplemented in 
order to meet the needs of the learning group and to make the 
teaching personalized.

Since 1981 we are offering students from all over the 
world the  opportunity to learn Italian in one of the 
most beautiful parts of Tuscany.

Our school is located  in Pisa, University town of 
great historical and cultural interest, famous for its 
Leaning Tower and home to  Andrea Bocelli. In 
Summer the school offers  courses in Viareggio, a 
typical sea-side town 25 km far from Pisa and 12 
from Forte dei Marmi.

Thanks to its airport  people can reach Pisa from all 
over the world for cheap price and visit  whole Italy  
from here.

We are a small school (about 500 students per year) 
and the atmosphere is friendly.

Since our school is a teacher training center in 
collaboration with the Università per Stranieri di Siena 
our teachers are highly specialized.

Our school is recognized by the Italian Ministry of 
Education, the CSN, in Germany for Bildungsurlaub 
and is member of  ASILS and Eduitalia.

Member of ASILS

ISTITUTO LORENzO DE’ MEDICI
Ldm Florence

All courses are taught in English, with the exception of the Italian 
Language classes. Encompassing 14 campus buildings, LdM Florence 
is one of the largest international institutes in Italy, located in the 
historic city center. Buildings are Wi-Fi equipped and contain a full 
range of facilities. LdM Florence also provides a variety of ways for 
students to get involved in the city life, such as student clubs, daily 
sports and cultural activities, guest lectures and film screenings, city 
and weekend excursions, and much more.

Contacts:
 LdM Main Campus and Headquarters
via Faenza, 43 – 50123 Florence, Italy

Ph. +39.055.287360 Fax +39.055.2398920
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com 

LdM Academic Relations + Student Services
3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 205B – Austin, TX 78746 U.S.A.

Ph. +1.877.765.4LDM (4536) – +1.512.328.INFO (4636) Fax +1.512.328.4638
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com

Founded in Florence in 1973, LdM is one of Italy’s most 
distinctive and established international institutions. 
With over 45 years of growth and experience, today 
LdM hosts over 3,000 students a year from all over 
the world. With its main campus in Florence, it also 
has premises in Rome and Tuscania, providing the 
opportunity for students to study in multiple locations 
and truly experience the cultural richness of historical 
and contemporary Italy. LdM Florence offers a broad 
spectrum of academic programs for international 
students in Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Creative 
Arts, Design, Gastronomy, Nutrition, and Italian 
Language and Culture: from four-year US Bachelor’s 
Degree Programs and a post-graduate Master of Art in 
Museum Studies, to Semester Certificates, One- or Two-
year Certificate Programs, as well as a large range of 
options for Study Abroad Programs, such as Academic 
Semester and Year Programs, Three-Cities Program, 
Summer Sessions, January Intersession, Internships, and 
Italian Language courses at all levels. LdM Florence 
students can choose from more than 400 course offerings 
in a wide range of subjects, including Art History, 
Business and Economics, Global Communication, 
Nutrition and Gastronomy, Fine Arts, Performing Arts, 
Fashion Design, Graphic Design, Jewelry Design, 
Interior Design, Restoration and Conservation, Museum 
Management, Italian Culture, and more.
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THE FLORENCE ACADEMY ART 

Contacts:
The Florence Academy of Art

Via Aretina 293 – 50136 Florence, Italy
Tel. +39 055 245444

info@florenceacademyofart.com – www.florenceacademyofart.com

The Florence Academy of Art offers the highest 
possible level of instruction in figurative drawing, 
painting and sculpture. Our curriculum is based on 
the major French and Italian academies of the 19th 
century, and looks to the direct study of nature and 
the Old Masters as the foundation for great painting 
and sculpture. A common visual aesthetic draws our 
students to the classical world (and its renaissance 
in Florence) where the daily encounter with beauty 
naturally influences their work, and connects them to 
the artistic traditions and techniques of the masters of 
the past. The academy is housed in a 19th century 
former customs house just outside the city center, a 
short walk from the monuments of Florence. The 
campus, with its soaring ceilings, abundant natural 
light, library, gallery, and café, hosts our accredited 
full time programs, workshops, exhibitions and 
musical events, and is home to 100 students from over 
35 countries.

Courses:
Accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and 
Design (NASAD) and the Region of Tuscany
Full-time accredited Drawing & Painting Program (3 years)
Full-time accredited Sculpture Program (3 years)
6-week Intensive Course: Drawing, Painting & Art History
5-week Intensive Course: Anatomy of the Skull and Sculpting the 
Portrait from Life
Urban Plein Air: Drawing & Painting the Figure and Architecture in 
Renaissance Florence
Academic Figure Painting and Portrait Painting
Figurative Sculpture
Still Life Painting
Landscape Painting

SRISA
Santa Reparata International School of Art 

Contacts:
Santa Reparata International School of Art (SRISA)

Piazza Indipendenza 4, Florence, Italy 50129
+39 055 462 7374 Italy
+1 210 340 2675 USA

info@srisa.org – srisa.org

Courses:
Fine Arts: Analog and Digital Photography, Painting and Drawing, 
Printmaking and Book Arts, 3D and 4D Sculpture
Design: Communication Design, Fashion Design, Interior Design, 
Jewelry and Textile Design
Liberal Arts: Art History, Communications, Gender Studies, History, 
Italian Language, Italian Studies, Literature and Writing, Marketing 
and Business, Political Science and Economics

For almost 50 years, Santa Reparata International 
School of Art (SRISA) has been one of the top art 
and design schools in Italy. Voted “Top 10 Program” 
by Abroad101.com, SRISA’s highly personalized 
instruction and experiential learning format conforms 
to the expectations and requirements of an American 
university curriculum, while providing a truly 
international setting. The school’s four campus buildings, 
including the SRISA Gallery of Contemporary Art, are 
located in the heart of Florence, and the academic 
program is enhanced with extra-curricular activities, 
art exhibits, cultural seminars, beyond-the-classroom 
learning, guest lecturers, excursions, museum visits, 
fashion shows, and student art shows.
SRISA offers accredited programs of study including: 
academic year, semester, and summer study abroad; 
Post-Baccalaureate Certificates; and internships. 
Courses are taught in the English language. 
Additionally, SRISA hosts a multitude of Faculty-Led 
and Customized programs throughout the year.
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Come and Enjoy Italy... a unique experience



Travellers who want the best of central Italy should head for Le Marche, the third 
region alongside Tuscany and Umbria which makes up the area.  

Located on the eastern side of central Italy, between the Adriatic Sea and the 
tall Apennine mountains, much of the region remains unspoiled by the ravages 
of mass tourism.

The Adriatic coast is known as a Mecca for “sun and sand” which has attracted 
holiday-goers for decades, but few venture far from the beaches.  Inland, perhaps 
more so than anywhere else in central Italy, one can find places where time really 
has stood still.  Compared to the more bustling tourist centers of central Italy, culture 
comes in more easily digestible portions here, without sacrificing quality.

MARCHE

www.regione.marche.i t

Recanati

Urbania
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CENTRO STUDI ITALIANI
Urbania

Contacts:
Centro Studi Italiani

Via Boscarini, 1 – 61049 Urbania (PU) Italy
Tel. +39 0722 318950

urbania@centrostuditaliani.org 
www.centrostuditaliani.org

PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS
-  Italian language & operatic repertoire programs

EXCURSIONS
 - Escorted tours/trips throughout Italy
 - Tailor made cultural theme trips

SPECIAL PROGRAMS & PROJECTS
 - Short travel courses
 - Immersion courses
 - Faculty led programs
 - Summer study abroad programs
 - International internships
 - Pathway and foundation year courses for higher education in Italy
 - International travel culinary programs
 - Semester study abroad

Founded in 1985, Centro Studi Italiani is the first school 
for foreigners in the Marche region and one of the most 
respected institutions of its type in the world. Ever since 
its foundation, the school has provided Italian language 
and culture classes to more than 17,000 students from all 
over the world. The school has also branches in Milan 
and Genoa.
Centro Studi Italiani offers all levels of Italian courses 
for students of all ages, from grammar to conversation 
classes for the absolute beginner to literature courses 
for the extremely advanced. The programs are therefore 
flexible, adaptable, varied, rich and unique. Classes are 
intentionally small to allow students to best relate to each 
other while enjoying personalized and individual attention 
from faculty. Examination center for: CELI, CEDILS, PLIDA 
certifications. Housing is available in comfortable fully 
furnished apartments or with host families.
LANGUAGE

 - Study holidays for adults and juniors
 - Courses for Italian teachers abroad
 - Courses for CELI, CEDILS and PLIDA examinations
 - One-to-one / for two people / small groups / tailor 

made programs
 - Online learning

CULTURE
 - History of art, Italian history and literature
 - Cooking and wine tastings

VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS
-  Painting, ceramics, fresco, mosaics, sculpture

An unforgettable study trip for all age students in 
Recanati, one of the most famous and fascinating towns 
in central Italy, that inspired the famous poet Giacomo 
Leopardi. The School has a long tradition in teaching 
Italian language and culture and it represents one of 
the most qualified educational institution in Italy. 
The School is unique in Italy, because it was born as an 
educational project by the prestigious Dante Alighieri 
School of Camerino and ELI Edizioni, the leading 
publishing house in Italy and abroad for the study of 
languages. Recanati is an ideal place to experience 
authentic Italian life in a quiet and stimulating place 
with all kinds of service and a very cheap cost, at the 
same time.Italian Language are combined with a rich 
cultural Program Courses with Cultural Excursions to 
the main Italian cities, such as Rome, Florence, Venice, 
Assisi, Bologna, San Marino.
We are the official partner of Perugia’s University for 
Foreign Students CELI and DILS exams. 
We offer a wide range of courses and programs to all 
age students:

– Quality accommodation
– Afternoon and evening activities
– Guided tours included (Rome, Florence, Bologna  
 and smalls towns)
– Recreational, cultural and cooking activities

SCUOLA DANTE ALIGHIERI - CAMPUS L’INFINITO RECANATI

Contacts: 
Scuola Dante Alighieri – Campus L’Infinito Recanati

Prof. Anna Poeti (Director)Via del Passero Solitario, 28 – 62019 
RECANATI – (MC) Regione Marche – ITALIA

Tel. +39 071 7575943 – Cell. +39 342 7820856
info@scuoladantealighieri.org
www.scuoladantealighieri.org

– One-to-one tuition
– All ages students from around the world
– Rome Airport pick-up service
– Gastronomy course

Courses:
– Individual care, warm and familiar atmosphere
– Communicative approach and small groups
– Italian language and culture courses all levels
– Preparatory courses to access Italian universities
– Summer programs with US credits and internships
– Superior courses for Italian teachers abroad



Travelling throughout Umbria, the green heart of Italy, is a journey full of surprises.  
The region’s wealth of natural and artistic wonders seems almost inexhaustible.  

One is continuously suspended between signs of a well-preserved past and a hint 
of a future that is entirely new, which has reawakened Umbria from a torpor that 
lasted for centuries since the Renaissance, bringing to light a region that is alive 
and exquisitely beautiful.

The Umbria of today has reinvented itself.  The region has much to offer visitors, 
from sport, culture, and museums to epicurean delights, Thermal, and musical 
events. Umbria has a true vocation for beauty

UMBRIA

www.regione.umbria. i t

Perugia
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COMITATO LINGUISTICO
Italiano Per Stranieri dal 1986

Contacts:
Comitato Linguistico

Largo Cacciatori delle Alpi, 5 – 06121 – Perugia – Italy
Tel. +39 075 5721471

info@comitatolinguistico.com – www.comitatolinguistico.com

THE UMBRA INSTITUTE

Contacts:
The Umbra Institute

Piazza IV Novembre, 23 – 06123 Perugia – Italy
Tel. +39 075 573 4595 – Fax +39 075 573 7033

info@umbra.org – www.umbra.org

Direct Enrollment at the Università degli Studi di Perugia or the 
Università per Stranieri di Perugia or Accademia di Belle Arti: 
Students enroll in local universities for an immersive experience, 
while receiving support services from Umbra staff.
Summer Academics:
General Studies (5 weeks): Students complete 1 or 2 courses toward 
their degree. Faculty-led courses utilize Umbra’s facilities.
Intensive Italian Language through Culture (6 weeks): Students are 
immersed in the local language & culture through independent & 
guided activities.
Archaeology Field School (6 weeks): Participants study Roman & 
Etruscan history while participating in an ongoing archaeological dig.

Courses:
Our courses are based on the Common European Framework of 
Reference for Language Learning and Teaching established by the 
Council of Europe.
Ordinary courses:
6 levels including total beginners

a) Standard courses (4 less./day)
b) Intensive courses (6 less./ day)
c) Conversation courses: (2 less./day) 
d) Individual courses (10 less./week)

Special courses:
- Cultural courses
- Wine Week
- Full immersion

The COMITATO LINGUISTICO is the only member of 
ASILS in Umbria.
Our Italian courses for foreigners are recognised as 
“Bildungsurlaub” by many Federal State of Germany 
and meet the requirements of CSN, the Swedish 
National Board of Student Aid.
The Comitato Linguistico was awarded Certification 
of Systems of Quality Control in conformity with the 
regulation ISO 9001:2015.
The school is located in the historical centre in modern, 
panoramic and well lit facilities with air conditioning in 
summer and free internet access (WLAN) for our students.
All bus routes stop in front of the school, which is just 
five minutes’ walk from the famous Corso Vannucci.
The tuition is clearly structured and oriented to 
the Common European Framework of Reference. 
Modern text books combined with material conceived 
purposely for our courses are characteristics of our 
flexible and modern teaching method. Vocabulary 
work, grammar, phonetics, conversation, games  
will help you to acquire an indispensable linguistic 
understanding for your studies or work.
The classes of students are small: the average class 
size is seven, the maximum ten students per class, 
which allows our teachers to assist and follow your 
learning step by step.

The Umbra Institute 
Since its founding in 1999, Umbra has distinguished 
itself as a provider of innovative programming where 
students learn in and beyond the classroom through 
community engagement initiatives with a focus on 
experiential learning through seminar & practica, 
community-based & service-learning courses, and 
volunteering.
Semester Academics: 
All programs are offered in English, except Direct 
Enrollment.
General Studies Program: Students build their own 
semester as they mix & match electives across a variety 
of disciplines.
Multicultural Psychology Program: Students explore 
how cultural norms and values shape human behavior 
& interactions.
Food, Sustainability & Environmental Studies:
Participants take an interdisciplinary approach to the 
study of food through history, culture, business, politics, 
science, agriculture, & sustainability studies.
Scholars Program:  This path allows honors or individually 
dedicated students to participate in unique research & 
independent study opportunities.

Member of ASILS



UNIVERSITY FOR FOREIGNERS OF PERUGIA
Italy’s Ambassador in the World

Contacts:
Università per Stranieri di Perugia

Palazzo Gallenga, Piazza Fortebraccio, 4 – Perugia (Italy)
WWW.UNISTRAPG.IT

Italian Language and Culture Courses
Tel. +39 075 5746 559 | E-mail: welcome@unistrapg.it

Certificates 
CELI Tel. +39 075 5746 712-718-721 | E-mail: certificazioni@unistrapg.it

DILS-PG Tel. +39 075 5746 625 | E-mail: dils-pg@unistrapg.it
Student Guidance Office

Tel. +39 075 5746 211-651-241 | E-mail: orientamento@unistrapg.it

Master’s degree courses (two years)
Teaching Italian to Foreigners 
Translation and Interpreting for the Internationalisation of Businesses
International Relations and Development Cooperation
Advertising Communication, Storytelling and Visual Culture

Founded in the early 1920’s with the aim of teaching 
Italian civilization and artistic heritage to foreigners, this 
University has distinguished itself from the beginning 
as a symbol of open-mindedness and tolerance and 
as a meeting point for people of different cultures, and 
it has now become a real ‘laboratory’ of intercultural 
education. Its exclusive identity is currently represented 
by the specialist vocation of teaching Italian as a second 
language and its cultural forms such as art, literature and 
business. The University’s institutional responsibility is 
to promote Italian language and culture throughout the 
world and to encourage a greater appreciation for the 
diversities among us. Since the beginning of the Nineties, 
this extraordinary experience of internationalisation has 
been expanded in terms of teaching with the introduction 
of Bachelor’s and Master’s degree courses and 
Postgraduate degrees for Italian and foreign students.
- Italian Language and Culture Courses
- Certificates for Language Learners and Teachers
•	CELI (Italian Language Certificate)
•	DILS-PG (Certificate in Teaching Italian as a Second 

Language)
- Training and Refresher Courses for Teachers of Italian as 
Second Language
- Degree Courses

Bachelor’s degree courses (three years)
Italian Language and Culture 
International, Intercultural and Advertising communication
Made in Italy, Food and Hospitality
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What are you waiting for? Come study in Italy!

recanati

urbania

perugia

roma

tuscania



Lazio offers a variety of beautiful landscapes including lakes, mountains and the 
sea. For those who whish to discover this region’s history and origins through its 
many monuments, archeological sites and ruins of ancient populations, Lazio offers 
a wide range of possibilities. 

Rome is the Eternal City, regenerated between the ruins of the Roman Forum and 
the Palatino. It is a marvel of heroic past that never ceases to amaze the visitor with 
masterpieces by artistic geniuses like Michelangelo, Bernini, Raffaello, Caravaggio 
and Borromini. Rome is the city of famous piazzas, elaborate fountains, Baroque 
churches and noble palaces. One can enjoy beautiful views of Rome from many 
parts of the city such as Piazza del Campidoglio, Gianicolo, Aventino, and Pincio. 
In the evening, one can enjoy himself in the lively atmospheres of the Campo dei 
Fiori and Trastevere neighborhoods.

A boat trip on the Tevere River with its bridges and magnificent monuments 
reflected on the water is an extraordinary way to experience the city and not be 
missed. You cannot go home without also having visited Piazza St. Pietro, the 
Vatican and Cappella Sistina, the Colosseo, the Pantheon, Altare delle Patria 
and Castel Sant’Angelo.

LAzIO

www.regione. lazio. i t

Roma

Tuscania
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CIAO ITALIA
Centro di Lingua e Cultura Italiana

Contacts:
CIAO ITALIA – Italian Language and Culture

 Via delle Frasche, 5 – 00184 – Roma
Tel/Fax  +39 06 4814084 – Mobile +39 320 2957595 

 info@ciao-italia.it – www.ciao-italia.it 
Skype: ciao-italia – Blog: https://ciaoitalia.wordpress.com

Facebook: Ciao Italia – Twitter: CiaoItalia-school – Instagram: ciaoitaliaschool 

Offered courses: from absolute beginners to advanced, intensive/ 
extensive, group/individual, business, conversation, home-stay, 
study holiday, preparation to Certification of Italian (CELI, CILS, 
PLIDA), via Skype lessons and Italian Art, History and amateur 
Italian cooking.
The school offers an interesting social program: welcome pizza 
party, first day orientation, film screenings, lectures, lunches with 
the teachers, guided tours. Some activities are free.
Services: free internet, housing, transfer from airport, assistance for 
Study Visa.

CENTRO LINGUISTICO ITALIANO DANTE ALIGHIERI

Courses: 
 - General Italian courses start every Monday. All courses are 
held and accompanied by well experienced, highly qualified, 
supportive and friendly teachers. Group, one to one and 
mixed courses; all levels according to the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages.

 - Special programs: History of Art, Italian literature, Business 
Italian, Language and work placement (International internship 
opportunities), Opera (language and voice training), Interior 
design.

 - CLIDA is also a centre of teacher training courses of Italian as 
second language. Preparations for the CILS and CELI (Certificate 
of Italian as a second language).

Contacts:
Centro Linguistico Italiano Dante Alighieri – ROMA

Piazza Bologna, 1 – 00162 – Roma  
Tel. +39 06 44231400 – Fax +39 06 44231007

info@clidante.it – www.clidante.it

CIAO ITALIA is a centre specialized in teaching 
Italian to foreigners which was founded in 1996. The 
school is located in the historic centre of Rome, in the 
characteristic district of Monti, within short walking 
distance from the Colosseum, Spanish Steps, the 
Central Railway Station and two Metro stops.
Its membership of EDUITALIA (Association of School of 
Italian as a Second Language) that guarantees the quality 
of the teaching and services provided by the school.
The school has also been recognized by the 
BILDUNGSURLAUB in Germany and it is an authorized 
PLIDA (Soc. DANTE ALIGHIERI) and CELI (Università 
per Stranieri di Perugia) Certication Centre.
The school collaborates with many Universities, IIC 
worldwide and it manages courses for many Embassies 
among which USA, CANADA, NEW zEALAND, UK
CIAO ITALIA is a small-sized school, ideal to ensure a 
friendly and welcoming atmosphere. We take care of 
our students with particular attention to all their needs. 
The high level of our Italian courses is combined with 
an excellent quality-price ratio. The school is open all 
year-round.
The teaching structure breaks down into 6 levels 
according with the European Framework. The classes 
are composed of 2 up to 12 people.

Centro Linguistico Italiano Dante Alighieri is a school 
specialized in teaching Italian language & culture to 
foreigners. It’s officially authorized by the Italian Ministry 
of Education, by Regione Lazio and member of Asils and 
of Eduitalia. In following the specific procedures of the 
Regional Accreditation and UNI ES ISO 9001:2015, the 
school guarantees that all the activities are offered in 
view of quality and constant improvement through the 
required procedures. The centre is housed in a stylish 
turn of century building, at 1 Piazza Bologna. It’s within 
easy reach of the city centre and all other areas, amply 
served by underground Line B and many bus routes.
CLIDA offers: Full immersion courses for every interest 
with a flexible time schedule; Reduced groups (maximum 
of 12 students per class); Research of accommodation 
(best standard & prices), Official transcript, free internet 
access (wireless available), Study Visa process, Full 
program of extra-curricular activities (evenings and 
weekend) and guided tours.
CLIDA can create college or university study abroad 
programs in a charming part of Rome at a very affordable 
cost. CLIDA is a full-service education center, offering high-
quality Italian language instruction as well as courses in 
Italian history, culture, art, literature, and opera, taught 
in Italian or English. We can accommodate the needs of 
your short-stay or long-stay abroad program.

Member of ASILS



IED ROMA: A cross-media capital 
Visual Arts, Cinema and New Media, Culture 
Management, Luxury and Fashion are the specific 
fields addressed by IED Roma in its educational 
mission. 
In its 30 centuries of history Rome’s been the first and 
the largest metropolis of the world. Studying in Rome 
is an incomparable living-learning experience with an 
international twist. 
The nexus between knowledge and knowhow is the 
focus of city campus in Rome: learning experiences, 
projects, events, technology, experimentation.
Thanks to over 40 years of close relation with 
companies, institutions and associations, 90% of IED 
Roma graduates finds a job within 6 months from 
graduation. 

ied.it/roma
ied.edu/rome

IED ROMA
Istituto Europeo di Design 

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu

IED Moda / Communication
Via Giovanni Branca 122 00153 Roma

Tel. +39 06 5717651
IED Visual Arts

Via Alcamo 11 00182 Roma
Tel. +39 06 7024025 

IED Design
Via Casilina, 47 00182 Roma 

Tel. +39 06 70612111

ESE ROMA 
European School of Economics

Contacts:
ESE Roma

Via di San Domenico 1 – 000153 Rome, Italy 
Tel. +39 0648906653 / +39 064872590

admissions.rome@uniese.it – www.ese.ac.uk

Study in Italy for a British Degree!
‘Build within what you want outside. You can win the 
game of Life only if you master yourself’ -Elio D’Anna, 
ESE Founder and President 
The European School of Economics is an award winning, 
private international Business School offering unique 
undergraduate and postgraduate degree programmes, 
internationally recognised and validated by our UK partner 
the University of Chichester, as well as a selection of short 
certificate courses covering a wide range of business sectors. 
In today’s competitive job market, young professionals 
require assistance to make their professional dreams a 
reality. ESE aims to guide students in identifying their 
career path through personalized internship placements 
worldwide, as well as workshops, guest lectures and 
company visits.
Thanks to its strong international character, pragmatic 
business approach and the focus on self-development 
and employability, ESE graduates are amongst the most 
competitive business professionals on the market.
Why study in Rome? With an unparalleled history 
which dates back more than 2000 years, Rome today 
continues to represent the pinnacle of European classical 
beauty and culture, as well as a modern multicultural 
capital for international business and organizations, 
banks, government institutions and well-known local and 
international companies. ESE Rome is located in the quiet, 
green and exclusive district Aventino near the city centre.

Undergraduate:
Bachelor (BSc Hons) in Business Administration, specialisations in 
Management, Marketing, Finance, Media & Communications, Sports 
Management
Postgraduate
Master (MSc) specialisations in Management, Marketing, Finance, 
Digital Marketing
Short Certificate Courses
Entrepreneurship & Leadership, Management, Event Management, 
Marketing, Finance, Music Management, Hospitality Management, 
Sports Management
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ISTITUTO LORENzO DE’ MEDICI 
Ldm Rome

stimulating economic and political climate, giving LdM students the 
opportunity to experience from up close the unique charm of modern 
lifestyle in a millenary capital city. Located in the bustling center of the 
historic city, LdM Rome is housed in an elegant Umbertine palace in 
the government and business district. The building provides modern, 
Wi-Fi equipped facilities with fully functional classrooms. Flourishing 
Roman neighborhoods, shops, and restaurants surround the campus, 
and many famous sites, such as the Spanish Steps and the Trevi 
Fountain, are within walking distance.

Contacts:
 LdM Main Campus and Headquarters
via Faenza, 43 – 50123 Florence, Italy

Ph. +39.055.287360 Fax +39.055.2398920
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com 

LdM Academic Relations + Student Services
3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 205B – Austin, TX 78746 U.S.A.

Ph. +1.877.765.4LDM (4536) – +1.512.328.INFO (4636) Fax +1.512.328.4638
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com

All courses are taught in English, with the exception of the Italian 
Language classes, available at all levels. Because of the size of the 
town, Tuscania is the perfect setting for friendly, frequent interaction 
with local Italians. The campus is situated in an elegant, modern 
structure in the old town center and incorporated into the medieval 
stone walls. Reading rooms, classrooms, exhibition space, studios, 
a library, and a computer room fill the Wi-Fi equipped interior. The 
facilities include a courtyard and a state-of-the-art culinary classroom 
for courses in Mediterranean cuisine.

ISTITUTO LORENzO DE’ MEDICI 
Ldm Tuscania

Founded in 1973, LdM is one of Italy’s most distinctive 
and established international institutions, for higher 
education. With over 45 years of growth and experience, 
today LdM hosts over 3,000 students a year from all 
over the world in its premises in Rome, Florence and 
Tuscania, providing the opportunity for students to study 
in multiple locations and truly experience the cultural 
richness of both historical and contemporary Italy. LdM 
Rome offers a broad spectrum of academic programs 
for international students in Sciences, Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences, Political Studies, Business, and Italian 
Language and Culture: from Academic Semester and 
Academic Year Programs and Internships, to special 
semester courses such as the Three-Cities Program, or 
the STEM Program, as well as short-term options, such 
as Summer Sessions. STEM students can choose among 
scientific courses in biological sciences, chemistry, 
engineering, and more; in the realm of humanities and 
social sciences, courses are offered in ancient studies, 
art history and literature, international business, political 
science, film studies, philosophy and religion, just to 
name a few. Italian Language courses are available 
at all levels. All courses are taught in English, with the 
exception of the Italian Language classes. The exciting 
worlds of international relations and business, media 
and communications, art and fashion comprise Rome’s 

Contacts:
 LdM Main Campus and Headquarters
via Faenza, 43 – 50123 Florence, Italy

Ph. +39.055.287360 Fax +39.055.2398920
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com 

LdM Academic Relations + Student Services
3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 205B – Austin, TX 78746 U.S.A.

Ph. +1.877.765.4LDM (4536) – +1.512.328.INFO (4636) Fax +1.512.328.4638
info@ldminstitute.com – www.ldminstitute.com

Founded in 1973, LdM is one of Italy’s most distinctive 
and established international institutions for higher 
education. With over 45 years of experience and 
premises in Tuscania, Florence and Rome, today LdM 
hosts over 3,000 students a year from all over the 
world, providing them the opportunity to study abroad 
in multiple locations and experience the cultural 
richness of historical and contemporary Italy. Tuscania 
is a hilltop town located in Lazio, in the breathtaking 
countryside of southern Maremma, south of Florence 
and not far from Rome. LdM Tuscania curriculum has 
been designed to promote the historical, artistic and 
cultural aspects that make this part of Italy unique. LdM 
Tuscania offers academic programs for international 
students in Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Creative 
Arts, Agriculture, and Italian Language and Culture: 
from Academic Semester and Year Programs, as well 
as Three-Cities Program and Internships, to short-
term options, such as Summer Sessions. Students 
can choose among courses in culinary arts and 
gastronomy, agriculture, religious studies, yoga, 
photography,  literature and writing, painting, and 
more. Well-being and outdoor sport activities are 
organized to give students the chance to build a strong 
relationship with the surrounding environment. LdM 
Tuscania offers an Archaeology Field School, which 
is held at the Etruscan sites that surround the town. 





NABA 
NUOVA ACCADEMIA DI BELLE ARTI 







High-class stores, state-of the-art health spas and aristocratic residences…all 
reasons to visit the region of Campania. Its charming, breathtaking towns and 
villages propel visitors back in time. 

This is the other side of a region that not only offers art, history, folklore and 
delicious food, but can also give you an “alternative” vacation, with such modern 
things to offer such as shopping in luxury boutiques, visits to modern-day health 
spas, and stays in historical residences. 

CAMPANIA

Sorrento

www.regione.campania. i t

Salerno
Naples
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Conceived in 1960s by the master tailor Domenico 
Lettieri, Accademia della Moda is now a reference 
point for young people who want to have a career 
in design field. Students can choose among a range 
of different courses in Fashion Design, Graphic 
Design and Interior Architecture. Teaching staff 
includes experts on fashion and design industry. The 
common goal is to let students acquire skills and tools 
necessary for placement in the fashion and design 
sector, becoming able to conform to different work 
realities, such as industries, fashion studios, craft 
workshops, or in freelance market. Accademia della 
Moda Placement Department collaborates with many 
companies to introduce new graduates in practical 
activities and internships in order to complete their 
education and have an overview of the design world. 
Accademia della Moda strong point is the high 
percentage of placement of its students. 

Programmes available:
Three-year Bachelor of Arts Degrees: 
Design and Interior Architecture, Graphic Design and 
Visual Communication and Fashion Design
Two-years  Postgraduate  Master of Arts degrees: 
Art direction and copywriting,  Accessory Design

ACCADEMIA DELLA MODA IUAD 

Contacts:
Accademia della Moda IUAD

Via G. Pica 62
80142 – Napoli – Italia

Tel – Fax (+39) 081 5540383
info@accademiamoda.it . www.accademiadellamoda.it

Master Courses: 
Technical Drawing for Fashion, Master Degree in international 
marketing and communication of Italian style
Professional Courses: 
Industrial Pattern Maker, CAD Operator Pattern System, Fashion 
Illustrator, CAD Operator for Fashion System, Hostess and Model  
interior Design and 2D/3D CAD operator, Visual Merchandiser, 
Footwear Pattern Maker and Tailoring for Male Garment
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ACCADEMIA ITALIANA 
Salerno

Contacts:
Accademia Italiana Salerno

Via Roma 39, Salerno, I-84121, Italy
Tel: +39 089 25 69 65 – Fax: +39 089 25 03 99

info@accademia-italiana.it – www.accademia-italiana.it 
www.studyabroad-italy.org

accommodation options are offered in Salerno: Host families, Shared 
apartment, Private studio/apartment, Hotel/guesthouse.
Courses offered:
Italian General Courses (standard, Intensive and Super Intensive), 
Summer Programs, Semester Programs, Faculty Led programs, 
High School & College Credits Transfer, AP College Preparation, 
Examination Courses CELI & CILS, University preparatory Courses, 
Training Courses for Teachers, Courses for Professionals, Internship, 
50 Plus, Language Food and Wine, Family Program, Junior Program, 
Art and Culture Courses, Seasonal Programs (New Year, Easter and 
Mid-Summer Programs), Italian Fashion& Design, Italian Cooking for 
Professionals, Italian Photography, Service Learning Programs, Italian 
& Music in collaboration with local Conservatories of Music. 

Accademia Italiana offers Italian courses all year round in 
Salerno since 1997. The school, of the highest quality, is 
one of the most accredited in Italy (Ministry of Education, 
University for Foreigners of Siena and of Perugia for 
official Certificates, ASILS, IALC)
Accademia Italiana is situated in Salerno (South of 
Italy) the typical Italian mid-sized city by seaside where 
students can really experience the typical Italian life due 
to the absence of the mass tourism. The city is strategically 
located between wonderful surroundings such as: Amalfi 
Coast, with Positano, Amalfi and Ravello, Sorrento, 
Capri, Ischia, Paestum, Pompeii, Naples etc.
Accademia Italiana offers Italian Programs in General 
Language for Adults and Juniors, Families and 50 Plus, 
Training for Teachers, Internship and Business Courses. 
Students can get the Official Certificates at school. An 
intensive Leisure Program is offered all year around with 
excursions, seminars, special visits and city tours. All the 
teachers are highly qualified and specialized in teaching 
Italian as second language.
For US Universities and Colleges, Accademia Italiana 
offers a wide range of Italian Programs: Faculty – 
Led, Semester, Academic year, Service Learning and 
Internship Programs. For all the programs students  can 
earn credits, which are transferable through our US 
partner institution University of Mississippi (MS). High 
School and AP preparation Programs are also offered. 
High qualified Advisors work hard for assessing credit 
transfer to universities/colleges of origin. Different 

Member of ASILS
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Escape to Italy... learn in the center of culture and art

sorrento

rende

naples

salerno

tropea



It is pratically impossible to describe in one word the wonders of this amazing 
region, with its rich history and myriad of towns.

Capture the essence of a land firmly embedded in tradition and marvel at the 
beauty and of the generous nature of the Calabrese people. Not many people can 
claim to retain such a deep attachment to a way of life and heart-felt tradition as 
the people of this region. A way of life and tradition that they strive to safeguard 
and maintain at all costs.

Calabria is a land of interwoven cultures due to the numerous civilizations that it has come 
into contact with throughout its history, and which visitors can experience firsthand.

CALABRIA

www.regione.calabria. i t

Tropea
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It is not easy to understand Sicily.  Like a beautiful woman, Sicily requires a certain 
type of approach and cannot easily be won over.  All one can do is to allow 
himself to be seduced, as were the first Mycenaeans when they passed through this 
way to buy obsidian and pumice stone in the Aeolian Islands when nothing else 
was known for cutting and polishing.

The Phoenicians also journeyed along these coasts, establishing trading stations 
and commerce with every corner of the Mediterranean.  These were people who 
lived in peace, trading with Siculs, Sicans, and Elymians.  
Sicily welcomes everyone, and has always done so.  Everyone becomes Sicilian—
you don’t have to be born here to do so. Hermocrates of Syracuse made this 
point back in 424 BC when he said, “We are neither Ionians nor Dorians, we are 
Sicilians.” 

We use the hand gestures of the ancient Phoenician merchants; We are as crafty 
as the Greeks, as captious as the Byzantines, as blasé as the knights of Andalusia, 
and we still show great respect for the dead and the necropolises of all those who 
died on the island.

SICIL IA

Taormina

Siracusa

Cefalù

Milazzo

www.regione.s ici l ia. i t
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BABILONIA
Centro Studi Italiani

LABOLING 
La scuola di italiano in Sicilia

Contacts:
Laboling - La scuola di italiano in Sicilia

Via Nino Ryolo 20
98057 Milazzo – Sicily
Tel. +39 0909283214

info@laboling.it – www.laboling.com

Accommodation for the students is carefully selected by the school 
staff. The apartments are comfortable fitted with all modern 
conveniences, and located close to the school.

Students can choose the most suitable course for them:
- General Italian language and culture course in small groups
- Campus Course (All-Inclusive 4-week course)
- CILS preparatory course
- Course for Seniors
- Individual Classes
- Italian course on a sail boat
- Italian course on the Aeolian Islands

Contacts:
BABILONIA – Centro Studi Italiani

Scalinata Timoleone 10
98039 Taormina

Tal/fax (39) 094223441
info@babilonia.it – director@babilonia.it 

www.babilonia.it 

diving, hiking, etc) and Italian for special purposes (business, 
commercial correspondence, CELI exam preparation) for all levels 
(from absolute beginners to C2 level according to the Common 
European Framework for Languages).
For U.S. university students our school offer Semester programs and 
Short term programs for undergraduate and graduate programs, for 
Italian language courses as well as for art history, literature, cinema, 
history, archaeology, politics and humanities, taught in either Italian 
or English. Students may directly transfer credits into their home 
university or earn US university credits through our Accrediting 
Universities in USA.

The Center for Italian Studies “BABILONIA” in 
Taormina, Sicily,  passionately dedicates itself to the 
study of the Italian language and culture.
BABILONIA is not just a language school but a truly 
Cultural Center opened to both our International 
Students and the local community.
The cultural events that take place at BABILONIA 
represent an unique opportunity for our International 
students to feel part of the Italian community, to 
experience cultural exchanges with different Italy’s 
culture realities, to meet literature authors during our 
book presentations, to enjoy art exhibitions during our 
painting and photograph openings, to enjoy classical 
and jazz live concerts in our school garden, “I Giardini 
di Babilonia”… 
“Casa Silva”, the historical house where our Center is 
located, is in the heart of Taormina: 200 meters away 
from the Greek Theatre along the beautiful staircase 
of Scalinata Timoleone.  At “Casa Silva” our students 
can enjoy 1000 square meters of botanical garden 
with lemon, orange, tangerine, grapefruit trees, palm 
trees and other Mediterranean plant. The garden is 
part of the archaeological area of Taormina.
BABILONIA offers group and private General Italian 
courses as well as Culture courses (literature, history, 
art history, cinema), extra courses (cooking, ceramics, 

Laboling - La scuola di italiano in Sicilia offers Italian 
language and culture courses in Milazzo, located 
right in front of the beautiful Aeolian Islands. City life 
here is truly Italian, as Milazzo is far away from mass 
tourism. This is an ideal location and has easy access 
to all the tourist attractions and historical sites in Sicily.
The school is located in the center of Milazzo, a short 
distance from the Old Town, the port, the beach, 
shopping areas, restaurants, cafés and pubs.
Courses are organised in 6 different levels as 
suggested by the Common European Framework 
of Reference for Languages. The limited number of 
students per classroom enables teachers to follow 
students accurately and ensures constant interaction 
with them. The teachers are university graduates, 
highly qualified and experienced in teaching Italian 
to foreigners.
At Laboling it is possible to sit the CILS (Certificazione 
Italiano Lingua Straniera) exam and in addition to 
ordinary Italian classes, Laboling offers seminars on 
art, history, cinema, music, traditions and cooking.
Students can also take part in our free time 
program which includes excursions and many other 
interesting activities.

Member of ASILS

Member of ASILS
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Dreaming of Italy? Make it happen



The island of Sardinia hides many ancient treasures and offers a variety of 
fascinating, evocative landscapes, all rich in history.

This island also offers its visitors a crystal-clear sea, the perfume of Mediterranean 
vegetation and the fine hospitality of its people, both along the coast and inland.
Because of its location in the heart of the west Mediterranean, Sardinia has been 
besieged by the Carthaginians, the Romans, the Byzantines, the Spaniards and the 
Piedmonts, all of which who have left importance traces of their culture and traditions.

This enchanting island also offers a harmonious mixture of structures: the 
unrepeatable local Nuraghi stand side-by-side with Pisan towers, castles with 
Spanish bastions, churches, and other monuments.

SARDEGNA

Cagliari

www.regione.sardegna.i t
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IED CAGLIARI
Istituto Europeo di Design

ONE WORLD
Scuola di Italiano a Cagliari

Cagliari

Contacts:
admissions@ied.edu

IED Cagliari
Viale Trento, 39 09123 Cagliari

Tel. +39 070 273505 

Contacts:
One World

Viale Regina Margherita 6, 09125
Cagliari, Italia

Tel: +39 070 670234
info@oneworlditaliano.it
www.oneworlditaliano.it

Cooking and CILS exam preparation courses.
There is a full and varied activity programme including trips to the 
fantastic nearby beaches and tours of the city, an accommodation-
finding service and visa assistance.
Cagliari is the ideal place to learn Italian. Not many people speak 
English so students have to speak Italian out of the classroom, the 
Italian spoken is clear and not mixed with dialects and the city has 
less tourists than the main tourism centres and so has maintained an 
authentic character.
We also have a wide variety of online courses to help you learn 
from your own home.

IED Cagliari: an open source City Lab
IED Cagliari is a hub for advanced training in a 
territory marrying uncontaminated quality of nature 
and stirring up new ideas. IED Cagliari educational 
offer is featured by the development of Service Design 
concept, broadened from person to the territory: a 
new approach to the concept of wellness that takes 
in everything from the individual to the city and its 
surroundings. 

IED Cagliari focuses its training curricula on developing 
service design courses oriented towards new topics 
such as sustainability, hospitality, environment, 
addressing the quality of life in large contemporary 
cities, and new technologies applied to the media.

ied.it/cagliari
ied.edu/cagliari

Since 2001 One World has specialised in the teaching of 
the Italian language in Cagliari, the main city in Sardinia. 
The serene and friendly atmosphere, characterised 
by constant attention to students’ needs, offers the 
opportunity to study with people from all over the world. 
We offer courses which encourage participation and 
learning with experienced mother tongue teachers 
qualified to teach Italian as a foreign language.
Our school occupies the whole fifth floor of a historic 
building in the centre of Cagliari, overlooking the port 
and just a few minutes walk from the bus and train 
stations. It has 10 classrooms, a computer room, a 
break room and a projection room, all equipped with 
air conditioning and wi-fi.
We are a member of ASILS, an official centre for the 
CILS exam authorished by the University of Foreigners 
in Siena and we are also recognized by the German 
Bildungsurlaub and CSN in Sweden.
We offer group and individual courses from A1 
(Beginners) to C2 (Proficiency) levels according to 
the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages (CEFR). There is a maximum of 12 students 
for every class and an average of 6.
Italian language courses can be combined with 
many activities including Olive oil and wine, Art and 
tradition, Discovering nature, Sun, Sea and Sport, 

Member of ASILS
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